













HIS EXCELLENCY, GOVERNOR BARTLETT
CALLING A SPECIAL SE5SI0N OF THE LEGISLATURE
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.
A Proclamation by the Governor.
Whereas, The welfare of the state requires the immediate
assembling of the legislature, therefore:
I, John H. Bartlett, Governor, by virtue of the power
vested in me by the Constitution, with the advice of the
Council, do hereby summon both branches of the General
Court of New Hampshire to assemble at their respective
halls in this city on Tuesday, the ninth day of September
next, at eleven o'clock a, m., there to consider the ratifica-
tion of a proposed amendment to the Constitution of the
United States extending the right of Suffrage to Women,
submitted to the several states by a Joint Resolution of the
Congress of the United States of America, adopted May 19,
1919.
Given at the Council Chamber this thirteenth
[l. s.] ^day of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and nineteen, and of the independence




By His Excellency the Governor, with the advice and








TUESDAY, September 9, 1919.
In pursuance of the foregoing proclamation, the Hon-
orable Senate assembled in the capitol, in the City of Con-
cord, in said state, on Tuesday, the ninth day of September,
1919, at eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
PRESENT.
From District No. 1—Hon. Daniel J. Daley.
2—Hon. Joseph P. Boucher.
3—Hon. Frank N. Keyser.
4—Hon. George A. Blanchard.
5—Hon. George W. Barnes.
6—Hon. Bert S. Dearborn.
7—Hon. Guy H. Hubbard.
8—Hon. Fred H. Perry.
9—Hon. Andrew J. Hook.
10—Hon. George H. Eames, Jr.
11—Hon. Benjamin G. Hall.
12—Hon. George L. Sadler.
13—Hon. WilHam F. SulHvan.
14—Hon. Herbert C. Fischer.
15—Hon. Arthur P. Morrill.
16—Hon. John J. Donahue.
17—Hon. Clarence M.Woodbury
18—Hon. Richard H. Horan.
19—Hon. Gedeon Lariviere.
20—Hon. John Levi Meader.
A
J
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From District No. 21—Hon. Alvah T. Ramsdell.
22—Hon. Benjamin T. Bartlett.
23—Hon. James A. Tufts.
24—Hon. Oliver B. Marvin.
The Senate was called to order by the President.
On motion of Senator Donahue, the following resolution
was adopted
:
Resolved, That the House of Representatives be informed
that, in pursuance of the proclamation of His Excellency the
Governor, the Senate has assembled and is now ready to
proceed with the business of the special session.
On motion of Senator Daley, the following resolution was
adopted
:
Resolved, That the rules of the Senate for the last session
be the rules of the Senate for the present session until other-
wise ordered by the Senate.
On motion of Senator Donahue, the Senate took a recess
subject to the call of the Chair.
(Recess.)
The Senate reassembled.
The following message was received from the House of




The House of Representatives has passed the following
resolutions, in the passage of which it asks the concurrence
of the Honorable Senate
:
Resolved, That the Honorable Senate be notified that the
House of Representatives has assembled in accordance
with the proclamation of His Excellency, the Governor, and
is now ready to proceed with the business of the special
session.
Resolved, That the joint rules of the Senate and House
for the last session be adopted as the joint rules of the Sen-
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ate and House for the present session until otherwise
ordered.
On motion of Senator Daley, the Senate voted to concur
with the House of Representatives in the foregoing reso-
lution.
Resolved, That a committee of seven be appointed on
the part of the House, with such as the Senate may join,
to wait on His Excellency the Governor and inform him
that a quorum of both branches of the Legislature has
assembled in accordance with his proclamation, and are
ready to meet in convention to receive any communication
he may be pleased to mak^. The Speaker has appointed
as members of such committee, on the part of the House,
the following named gentlemen; Smith of Portsmouth,
Jesseman of Franconia, Fairfield of Hanover, Green of
Pittsfield, English of Littleton, Clarke of Manchester,
Leach of Concord.
On motion of Senator Barnes, the Senate voted to con-
cur with the House of Representatives in the foregoing
resolution and the President appointed as members of
such committee on the part of the Senate, Senators Barnes,
Fischer and Sullivan.
Resolved, That the Honorable Senate be requested to
meet the House of Representatives immediately in joint
convention for the purpose of receiving any communication
that His Excellency, the Governor, may have to make at the
present session of the legislature.
On motion of Senator Daley, the Senate met the House
of Representatives in joint convention.
(In joint convention. See House Proceedings.)
Upon reassembling, the following message was received
from His Excellency, the Governor, by the Honorable
Edwin C. Bean, secretary of state
:
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Executive Chamber.
Concord, September 9, 1919.
To the Members of the Honorable Senate:
I herewith officially communicate to you the information
contained in the attached certified copy of a Joint Resolu-




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Office of Secretary of State.
I, Edwin C. Bean, secretary of state of the State of New
Hampshire, do hereby certify that the following and hereto
attached is a true copy of a certified copy of a Joint Resolu-
tion of the Congress of the United States of America, en-
titled "Joint Resolution proposing an Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States," the original of which is
on file in this office and in my custody as secretary of state.
In testimony whereof, I hereto set my hand
(l. s.) and cause to be affixed the seal of the state, at Con-
cord, this 9th day of September, A. D. 1919.
EDWIN C. BEAN,
Secretary of State.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
(seal)
Department of State.
To All to Whom These Presents Shall Come, Greeting :
I certify that the copy hereto attached is a true copy of a
resolution of Congress, entitled "Joint Resolution propos-
ing an amendment to the Constitution extending the right
of suffrage to women," the original of wliich is on file in this
Department.
(seal)
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In testimony whereof, I, Frank L. Polk,
Acting Secretary of State, have hereunto caused
the Seal of the Department of State to be affixed
and my name subscribed by the Chief Clerk of the
said Department, at the City of Washington, this
twelfth day of June, 1919.
FRANK L. POLK,
Acting Secretary of State.
By BEN G. DAVIS,
Chief Clerk.
H. J. Res. 1.
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA.
At the First Session,
Begun and held at the City of Washington on Monday,
the nineteenth day of May, one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
JOINT RESOLUTION
Proposing an Amendment to the Constitution Extending
the Right of Suffrage to Women.
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled (two-thirds
of each House concurring therein), That the following article
is proposed as an amendment to the Constitution, which
shall be valid to all intents and purposes as part of the
Constitution when ratified by the legislatures of three-
fourths of the several states.
"Article —
.
"The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall
not be denied or abridged by the Ujiited States or by any
State on account of sex.
10 Journal of the Senate.
"Congress shall have power to enforce this article by
appropriate legislation."
F. H. GILLETT,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
THOMAS R. MARSHALL,
Vice-President of the United States
and President of the Senate.




On motion of Senator Daley, the Senate adjourned.
AFTERNOON.
On motion of Senator Daley, the Senate adjourned.
WEDNESDAY, September 10, 1919.
The Senate met according to adjournment.
The journal was read and approved.
The following message was received from the House




The House of Representatives has passed the following
Joint Resolution, in the passage of which it asks the con-
currence of the Honorable Senate
:
Joint Resolution No. 83, Joint resolution ratifying a
proposed amendment to the Constitution of the United
States of America relating to women suffrage.
READ AND REFERRED.
The following joint resolution sent up from the House
of Representatives was read a first and second time:
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House Joint Resolution No. 83, Joint resolution ratify-
ing a proposed amendment to the Constitution of the United
States of America relating to women suffrage.
On motion of Senator Eames the joint resolution was
referred to the committee of the whole.
(In Committee of the Whole.)
(Senator Eames in the chair.)
committee report.
Senator Eames for the Committee of the Whole to
whom was referred House Joint Resolution No. 83, Joint
resolution ratifying a proposed amendment to the Con-
stitution of the United States of America relating to women
suffrage, having considered the same reported progress.
The report was accepted.
The President rules that the question before the Senate
was.
Shall the joint resolution be read a third time?
On a viva voce vote the chair being in doubt, ordered a
roll call.
The clerk proceeded to call the roll.
The following named senators voted in the affirmative
:
Senators Daley, Keyser, Barnes, Hubbard, Perry, Eames,
Fischer, Morrill, Donahue, Horan, Lariviere, Header,
Ramsdell, Marvin.
The following named senators voted in the negative:
Senators Boucher, Blanchard, Dearborn, Hook, Hall,
Sadler, Sullivan, Woodbury, Bartlett, Tufts.
Fourteen senators having voted in the affirmative and ten
senators having voted in the negative, the affirmative
prevailed and the joint resolution was read a third time.
The question being stated.
Shall the joint resolution pass?
(Discussion ensued.)
On a viva voce vote the chair being in doubt ordered a roll
call.
12 Journal of the Senate.
The clerk proceeded to call the roll.
The following named senators voted in the affirmative
:
Senators Daley, Keyser, Barnes, Hubbard, Perry, Eames,
Fischer, Morrill, Donahue, Horan, Lariviere, Header,
Ramsdell, Marvin.
The following named senators voted in the negative
:
Senators Boucher, Blanchard, Dearborn, Hook, Hall,
Sadler, SuUivan, Woodbury, Bartlett, Tufts.
Fourteen senators having voted in the affirmative and ten
senators having voted in the negative, the joint resolution
passed.
On motion of Senator Donahue, the Senate voted to take
a recess until 1.59 o'clock.
(Recess.)
The Senate having reassembled, the following message




The House of Representatives has passed the following
entitled bills, in the passage of which it asks the concurrence
of the Honorable Senate:
House Bill No. 404, An act to amend "An act to establish
a board of park commissioners for the city of Dover."
House Bill No. 410, An act against profiteering and
hoarding.
House Bill No. 411, An act amending section 7 of chapter
90 of the Laws of 1919, correcting error in relation to bridge
bonds.
House Bill No. 412, An act in amendment of chapter 31
of the Public Statutes as amended by chapter 52 of the
Laws of 1899 and chapter 179 of the Laws of 1911, in rela-
tion to the rights and qualifications of voters.
House Bill No. 413, An act in amendment of chapter 55
of the Public Statutes as amended by chapter 82 of the
Laws of 1913 and chapter 91 of the Laws of 1919, relating
to poll tax.
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read and referred.
The following entitled bill sent up from the House of
Representatives was read a first and second time and re-
ferred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
House Bill No. 404, An act to amend " An act to establish
a board of park commissioners for the city of Dover."
On motion of Senator Fischer, the rules were suspended,
reference to the committee dispensed with, and the bill
ordered to a third reading. On motion of Senator Blanchard
the rules were further suspended and the bill read a third
time by title and passed.
The following entitled bills sent up from the House of
Representatives were read a first and second time and
referred
:
To the Committee on the Judiciary,
House Bill No. 410, An act against profiteering and
hoarding.
To the Committee on Finance,
House Bill No. 411, An act amending section 7 of chapter
90 of the Laws of 1919, correcting error in relation to bridge
bonds.
On motion of Senator Marvin, the rules were suspended,
reference to the committee dispensed with, and the last
named bill read a third time and passed.
The following entitled bill sent up from the House of
Representatives was read a first and second time and re-
ferred to the Committee on Revision of the Laws.
House Bill No. 412, An act in amendment of chapter 31
of the Public Statutes as amended by chapter 52 of the
Laws of 1899 and chapter 179 of the Laws of 1911 in rela-
tion to the rights and qualifications of voters.
On motion of Senator Woodbury, the rules were sus-
pended, reference to the committee dispensed with, and the
bill read a third time.
The question being stated,
Shall the bill pass?
(Discussion ensued.)
14 Journal of the Senate.
Senator Dearborn demanded the yeas and nays.
The clerk proceeded to call the roll.
The following named senators voted in the affirmative:
Senators Daley, Boucher, Keyser, Hubbard, Perry, Hook,
Eames, Fischer, Morrill, Donahue, Woodbury, Horan,
Lariviere, Header, Ramsdell, Marvin.
The following named senators voted in the negative:
Senators Blanchard, Barnes, Dearborn, Hall, Sadler,
Sullivan, Bartlett, Tufts.
Sixteen senators having voted in the affirmative and
eight senators having voted in the negative, the bill passed.
The following entitled bill sent up from the House of
Representatives was read a first and second time and
referred to the Committee on Revision of the Laws
:
House Bill No. 413, An act in amendment of chapter 55
of the Public Statutes as amended by chapter 82 of the
Laws of 1913 and chapter 91 of the Laws of 1919, relating to
poll tax.
On motion of Senator Donahue, the rules were suspended,
reference to the committee dispensed with, and the bill
read a third time and passed.
The following message was received from the House of
Representatives by its clerk:
HOUSE MESSAGE.
Mr. President:
The House of Representatives has passed the following
concurrent resolution, in the passage of which it asks the
concurrence of the Honorable Senate:
Resolved, by the House of Representatives, the Senate
concurring. That the present session of the legislature be
brought to final adjournment on Thursday, September 11,
proximo, at five o'clock in the afternoon, and be it further
Resolved, That all reports, bills and joint resolutions pend-
ing at that time in either branch of the legislature be
indefinitely postponed.
On motion of Senator Boucher, the resolution was laid
upon the table and made a special order for tomorrow
morning at 11 o'clock.
On motion of Senator Tufts the Senate adjourned.
Thursday, September 11, 1919.
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AFTERNOON.
On motion of Senator Fischer the
Senate adjourned.
THURSDAY, September U, 1919.
The Senate met according to
adjournment.
The reading of the journal having
been commenced, on
motion of Senator Woodbury,
the rules were so far sus-
pended that its further reading
was dispensed with.
RESOLUTION TAKEN FROM THE TABLE.
On motion of Senator Boucher, the
following resolution
was taken from the table
:
Resolved, By the House of Representatives,
the Senate
concurring, that the present
session of the legislature be
brought to final adjournment on
Thursday September 11,
rrolro, at five o'clock in the
afternoon, and be it further
"^
Rescued, That all reports, bills
and joint resolutions
pending at that time in either
branch of the legislature be
indefinitely postponed.
On motion of Senator Boucher the
resolution was laid
uDon the table. ,
On motion of Senator Donahue
the Senate took a recess
subject to the call of the chair.
(Recess.)
The Senate having reassembled,
the following message
was received from the House of
Representatives by its clerk:
HOUSE MESSAGE.
The House of Representatives
has passed the following
entitled bills, in the passage
of which it asks the concur-
rence of the Honorable Senate
:
House Bill No. 403, An act to provide
additional recog-
nition of the war service of
residents of New Hampshire
who served in the military and
naval forces of the Umted
States or aUied countries
during the war against the Im-
perial Government of Germany.
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House Bill No. 414, An act making appropriations for
the special session of the legislature for 1919, and an amount
to meet a deficienc}^ in the appropriation for the regular
session for 1919.
House Joint Resolution No. 84, Joint resolution to pur-
chase portrait of the late General Charles A. Doyen.
READ AND REFERRED.
The following entitled bill, sent up from the House of
Representatives, was read a first and second time and referred
to the Committee on Finance
:
House Bill No. 403, An act to provide additional recog-
nition of the war service of residents of New Hampshire
who served in the military and naval forces of the United
States or allied countries during the war against the Im-
perial Government of Germany.
On motion of Senator Perry, the rules were so far sus-
pended that reference to the committee was dispensed with,
the bill read a third time by title, and passed.
On motion of Senator Hubbard, the Senate voted to
reconsider the vote whereby the foregoing biU passed.
The question recurring.
Shall the bill pass?
Senator Boucher demanded the yeas and nays.
The clerk proceeded to call the roll.
The following named Senators voted in the affirmative:
Senators Daley, Boucher, Keyser, Blanchard, Barnes,
Dearborn, Hubbard, Perry, Hook, Eames, Hall, Sadler,
Sullivan, Fischer, Morrill, Donahue, Woodbury, Horan,
Lariviere, Meader, Ramsdell, Bartlett, Tufts, Marvin.
Twenty-four Senators having voted in the affirmative the
bill passed.
The following entitled bill sent up from the House of
Representatives was read a first and second time and
referred to the Committee on Finance
:
House Bill No. 414, An act making appropriations for the
special session of the legislature for the year 1919, and
an amount to meet a deficiency in the appropriation for the
regular session for 1919.
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On motion of Senator Header, the rules were so far sus-
pended that reference to the committee was dispensed with
abd the bill read a third time by title and passed.
The following joint resollition, sent up from the House of
Representatives, was read a first and second time and
referred to the Committee on Finance
:
House Joint Resolution No. 84, Joint resolution to pur-
chase a portrait of the late Gen. Charles A. Doyen.
On motion of Senator Fischer, the rules were so far sus-
pended, that reference to the committee was dispensed
with, and the joint resolution read a third time by its caption
and passed.
The following report from the Committee on Engrossed
Bills was read and accepted:
BILLS ENGROSSED.
The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following joint resolution:
House Joint Resolution No. 83, Joint resolution ratifying




On motion of Senator Donahue, the Senate voted to take
a recess until 1.59 o'clock.
(Recess.)
The Senate having reassembled, the following report was
received from the Committee on the Judiciary
:
The undersigned, a majority on the Committee of the
Judiciary, to whom was referred House Bill No. 410, An
act against profiteering and hoarding, having considered
the same, reported the same with the following resolution:




The undersigned, a minority on the Committee of the
18 Journal of the Senate.
Judiciary, to whom was referred House Bill No. 410, An
act against profiteering and hoarding, having considered the




The report of the majority was accepted.
Senator Donahue moved that the report of the minority
be substituted for that of the majority.
The question being stated,
Shall the report of the minority be substituted for that
of the majority?
On a viva voce vote the minority report was substituted
for that of the majority.
The bill in its new draft was read a first and second time.
On motion of Senator Sullivan, the following amendment
was adopted
:
Amend said bill by striking out all of section 3 and insert-
ing in place thereof the following
:
Section 3. This act shall take effect upon its passage,
and shall remain in force until January 1, 192L
The bill was ordered to a third reading this afternoon
at two o'clock.
On motion of Senator Fischer, the rules were suspended
and the bill was read a third time by its title, passed and
sent to the House of Representatives for concurrence in
Senate amendments.
committee report.
Senator Daley, for the Committee on Engrossed Bills, to
whom was referred House Bill No. 412, An act in amend-
ment of chapter 31 of the Public Statutes as amended by
chapter 52 of the Laws of 1899 and chapter 179 of the Laws
of 1911, in relation to the rights and qualifications of voters,
having considered the same, reported the same under joint
rule No. 6, with the following amendment and recom-
mended its passage
:
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Amend section 3 of said bill by striking out the word
"their" in the seventh line thereof and substituting therefor
the words "his or her," and by striking out the words
"they are" in the eighth and ninth lines thereof and sub-
stituting therefor the words "he or she is," so that said
section as amended shall read as follows
:
Sect. 3. The preparation of ballots to be used at all
meetings shall be in accordance with the now existing law,
except that the officers whose duty it is to prepare such
ballots shall provide for all meetings, where a printed bal-
lot is required, a sufficient number of ballots in the form
now used so that any person having the right of suffrage
hereunder may express his or her preference for all officers
and upon all questions with respect to which he or she is
entitled to vote.
The report was accepted, amendment adopted and the
bill sent to the House of Representatives for concurrence
in Senate amendments.
On motion of Senator Boucher, the Senate adjourned.
AFTERNOON.
On motion of Senator Hubbard, the Senate took a recess
subject to the call of the chair.
(Recess.)
The Senate having reassembled the following message
was received from the House of Representatives by its clerk
:
house message.
The House of Representatives has voted to concur with
the Honorable Senate in the passage of the following en-
titled bill with amendment in the passage of which amend-
ment it asked the concurrence of the Honorable Senate.
House Bill No. 410, An act relating to maintaining or
increasing unreasonably the price of any necessary of life.
20 Journal of the Senate.
Amend section 3 by striking out all after the word
"passage" in the first line.
On motion of Senator Sullivan, the Senate voted to con-
cur with the House of Representatives in the foregoing
amendment.
The following report from the Committee on Engrossed
Bills was read and accepted
:
ENGROSSED BILLS.
The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled bills and
resolution
:
House Bill No. 403, An act to provide additional recog-
nition of the war service of residents of New Hampshire
who served in the military and naval forces of the United
States or allied countries during the war against the
Imperial Government of Germany.
House Joint Resolution No. 84, Joint resolution to pur-
chase a portrait of the late General Charles A. Doyen.
House Bill No. 404, An act to amend "An act to establish
a board of park commissioners for the city of Dover."
House Bill No. 411, An act amending section 7 of chapter
90 of the Laws of 1919 correcting error in relation to bridge
bonds.
House Bill No. 412, An act in amendment of chapter 31
of the Public Statutes as amended by chapter 52 of the
Laws of 1899 and chapter 179 of the Laws of 1911 in rela-
tion to the rights and qualifications of voters.
House Bill No. 413, An act in amendment of chapter
55 of the Public Statutes as amended by chapter 82 of the
Laws of 1913 and chapter 91 of the Laws of 1919 relating
to poll tax.
House Bill No. 414, An act making appropriations for
the special session of the legislature for 1919 and an amount
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On motion of Senator Daley the Senate took a
recess
subject'to the call of the chair.
The Senate having reassembled, the following
report




The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined
and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled
bill:
House Bill No. 410, An act relative to maintaining or




RESOLUTION TAKEN FROM THE TABLE.
On motion of Senator Daley the following resolution was
taken from the table
:
Resolved, by the House of Representatives, the Senate
concurring, That the present session of the legislature
be
brought to final adjournment on Thursday, Sept.
11,
proximo at five o'clock in the afternoon, and be it further
Resolved, That all reports, bills and joint resolutions pend-
ing at that time in either branch of the legislature
be indef-
initely postponed.
Senator Daley moved that the Senate concur with the




Amend the resolution by striking out the words proximo
at five o'clock" and inserting in place thereof, the
words "four
thirty-five o'clock" so that said concurrent
resolution as
amended shall read as follows:
Resolved, by the House of Representatives, the Senate
concurring. That the present session of the legislature
be
brought to final adjournment on Thursday, September 11,
at four thirty-five o'clock in the afternoon,
and be it further
Resolved, That all reports, bills and joint resolutions pend-
ing at that time in either branch of the legislature
be mdef-
initely postponed.
The motion prevailed on a viva voce vote.
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On motion of Senator Fischer the Senate took a recess
subject to the call of the chair.
(Recess.)
The Senate reassembled.
The following message was received from the House of
Representatives by its clerk:
HOUSE MESSAGE.
The House of Representatives has voted to concur with
the Senate in the adoption of the amendments of the Com-
mittee on Engrossed Bills to the following entitled bill:
House Bill No. 412, An act in amendment of chapter 31
of the Public Statutes as amended by chapter 52 of the
Laws of 1899 and chapter 179 of the Laws of 1911, in rela-
tion to the rights and qualifications of voters.
The message further announced that.
The House of Representatives had concurred with the
Honorable Senate in its amendment to the following
resolution
:
Resolved, by the House of Representatives, the Senate
concurring. That the present session of the legislature be
brought to final adjournment on Thursday, September, 11,
at four thirty-five o'clock in the afternoon, and be it further
Resolved, That all reports, bills and joint resolutions
pending at that time in either branch of the legislature be
indefinitely postponed.
The message further announced that the House of
Representatives had passed the following concurrent
resolution in the passage of which it asked the concurrence
of the Honorable Senate
:
Resolved, by the House of Representatives, the Senate
concurring, That a committee consisting of one from each
county be appointed by the House, with such as the Senate
may join, to wait on His Excellency, the Governor, and
inform him that the legislature has completed the business
of the session and is ready to receive any communication
he may be pleased to make.
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The Speaker has named as members of such committee
on the part of the House the following named
gentlemen:
Smith of Atkinson, Weeks of Barrington, Page of
Laconia,
Rogers of Wakefield, Jaquith of Northfield,
Boisvert of
Greenville, Weston of Marlborough, Walcott of Claremont,
Gage of Grafton, Galbraith of Lancaster.
On motion of Senator Hubbard the Senate concurred
in the foregoing concurrent resolution
sent up from the
House of Representatives.
The president appointed as members of such
committee
on the part of the Senate
:




Senator Hubbard,for the joint select committee
appointed
to wait upon His Excellency and inform him
that both
branches of the legislature had completed the business
of
the session and were ready to receive any
communication
that he might be pleased to make, reported
that they had
attended to their duty and were informed by His
Excel-
lency that he would in person make a communication
to the
legislature.
His Excellency, Honorable John H. Bartlett,
attended
by the Honorable Council, then appeared and
made the
following communication to the Senate
:
To. the Honorable Senate:
Having been informed by a committee of both branches
that the legislature has completed the business
before it
and is ready to be adjourned it is again my duty to declare
a final adjournment of this body. The acts and
resolu-
tions passed by you have all received my approval. There
are seven bills and two joint resolutions.
I congratulate you upon the expeditious and
harmonious
manner in which you have transacted the business of
this
special session, and I believe that the results which
you
have reached fully justify the valuable service which
you
24
Journal of the Senate.
oil thP best of health and
good
have rendered. I
wish you all e
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HIS EXCELLENCY, GOVERNOR BARTLETT
CALLING A SPECIAL SESSION OF THE LEGISLATURE
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.
A Proclamation by the Governor.'
Whereas, The welfare of the State requires the immediate
assembhng of the Legislature, therefore
:
I, John H. Bartlett,. Governor, by virtue of the power
vested in me by the Constitution, with the advice of the
Council, do hereby summon both branches of the General
Court of New Hampshire to assemble at their respective
halls in this city on Tuesday, the ninth day of September
next, at eleven o'clock a. m., there to consider the ratifica-
tion of a proposed amendment to the Constitution of the
United States extending the right of Suffrage to Women,
submitted to the several states by a Joint Resolution of the
Congress of the United States of America, adopted May 19,
1919.
Given at the Council Chamber this thirteenth
day of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
[l. s.] nine hundred and nineteen, and of the independence




By His Excellency the Governor, with the advice and








TUESDAY, September 9, 1919.
In pursuance of the foregoing proclamation, the House of
Representatives having assembled in the capitol in the
City of Concord, in said State, on Tuesday, September 9,
1919, being the day designated in the foregoing proclama-
tion by His Excellency the Governor, they were called to
order by the Speaker.
Prayer was offered by the chaplain.
The clerk proceeded to call the roll and 368 members
answering to their names, a quorum was declared present.
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY.
Atkinson John H. Smith.
Auburn Wilham G. Brown.
Brentwood John F. Swazey.
Candia Charles W. Phillips.
Chester Leroy D. Morse.
Danville Clarence M. Collins.
Deerfield Carroll E. Legro.




Epping James A. Leddy.
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Fremont Edson D. Sanborn.
Greenland Elmer D. Moulton.
Hampstead Albion D. Emerson.
Hampton Elroy G. Shaw.
Hampton Falls Warren Brown.*
Kingston Frank Cavaric*
Londonderry Norman F. Watts.
Newcastle Elmer S. Pridham.
Newfields Thomas Sheehy.
Newington Jackson M. Hoyt.
Newmarket George M. Mathes.
Adelard Rousseau.
George H. Willey.*
Newton Frank H. Davis.
North Hampton George A. Bachelder.
Northwood Orrin M, James.
Nottingham Loren S. Brown.
Plaistow Fred P. Hill.
Portsmouth
—
Ward 1 Harry L. Dowdell.
Lewis Soule.
Ward 2 William A. Hodgdon.
Arthur F. Howard.
Ward 3 WilUam Casey.
Edward P. Sherburne.
Ward 4 . " Harold M. Smith.
Ward 5 Patrick E. Kane.
Raymond Sherburne Gove.
Rye Horace R. Sawyer.
Salem Charles H. Borchers.
Walker Haigh.
Seabrook Thomas F. Owen.
South Hampton Edgar W. Wyman.
Stratham Frank H. Pearson.
Windham Rufus H. Bailey.
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strafford county.
Barrington Albion G. Weeks.
Dover
—
\Yard 1 John L. Foss.
Charles G. Waldron.
WTard 2 Daniel J. Cronin.
George M. Randall.
Felix E. O'Neil, Jr.
^VVTard 3 Charles A. Fairbanks.
Samuel B. Shackford.
"Ward 4 Charles S. Boody.
James G. Houston.
James Marshall.
Durham Ralph D. Paine.
Farmington Frank A. Adams.
John E. S. Hall.
Leg Louis H. Snell.
Middleton . Meander H. Davis.
Milton . , George E. Jordan.
New Durham Erwin H. Brackett.
Rochester
—
^V^ard 3 Harry L. Meader.
"\^ard 4 Alfred Beaudoin.
Adelard G. Gelinas.
Ward 5 Luther B. Sampson.
"W^ard 6 Leander P. Pickering.
Charles W. Varney.




Ward 1 Elisha C. Andrews.
Ward 2 Eugene J. Morin.
Ward 3 Alfred F. Boucher.
Ward 4 Thomas F. Brennan.
Fred A. Houle.
Ward 5 Peter M. Gagne.
Strafford Dana R. Berry.
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belknap county.
Alton Frank M. Ayer.
Barnstead Frank S. Nutter.
Belmont Charles E. Small.
Center Harbor John Coe.
Gilford Charles E. Sleeper.
Gilmanton William S. P. Sanderson.
Laconia
—
Ward 1 George W. Tarlson.
Ward 2 William H. L. Page.
Joseph H. Blaisdell.
Ward 3 Charles M. Avery.
Ward 4 William F. Seaverns.
Charles H. Tilton.
Ward 5 Lester Philbrook.
Frank E. Pearson.
Ward 6 Irving H. Chase.
Arthur W. Russell.
Meredith William H. Neal.
New Hampton H. B. Bacon.




Albany Frank O. Hammond.
Bartlett William Pitman.
Brookfield Walter W. Sanborn.
Chatham John L. Chandler.
Conway James McD. Blue.
Leshe C. HiU.
Albert S. Pollard.
Effingham Frank O. Leavitt.*
Freedom George I. Philbrick.
Jackson Cyrus E. Gale.
Madison Isaac W. Frost.*
Ossipee Ervin W. Hodsdon.*
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Sandwich Willis B. Marston.
Tamworth Arthur L. Mason.*
Tuftonborough Robert Lamprey.
Wakefield William N. Rogers.
Wolfeboro Henry F. Libby.
Obed S. Young.
MERRIMACK COUNTY.
Allenstown Fred S. Eastman.
Andover Dennis E. Fenton.
Boscawen Wilham B. Ranney.
Bow Clarence J. Colby.
Bradford Roy A. Messer.
Canterbury Edwin W. Dow.
Chichester James F. Warren.
Concord
—
W^ard 1 Louis F. Corbett.
Ernest L. Cross.
Ward 2 Cyrus E. Robinson.
Ward 3 Robert W. Brown.
WTarcl 4 Eugene W. Leach.
Joseph S. Otis.
Charles G. Remick.
Ward 5 Benjamin W. Couch.
Benjamin H. Orr.
Ward 6 John M. Inman.
John Knowlton.
Roy E. Marston.
Ward 7 George H. Cilley.
Alfred H. Walker.
Burt young.
Ward 8 William A. Lee.
Ward 9 William J. Ahern.
Frederick A. Jordan.
Danbury Ervin J. Perkins.
Epsom James H. Tripp.
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Franklin
—
Ward 1 Harry W. Gilchrist.
Ward 2 John E. Cunningham.
Edmond J. Garneau.
Ward 3 Louis H. Douphinet.
William H. Martin.
Henniker William L. Childs.
Hill Alfred M. Kelley.
Hooksett Samuel Poor.
Hopkinton Willie N. Davis.
Loudon John F. Greene.
New London Fred B. Gay.
Northfield John A. Jaquith.
Pembroke George W. Fowler.
Albert L. Perreault.
Kenneth M. Woodbury.
Pittsfield Frank P. Green.
Sutton Arthur E. Davis.
Warner Arthur Thompson.
Webster Scott S. Sanborn.
Wilmot John K. Stearns.
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY.
Amherst Charles L. Chase.
Antrim Charles S. Abbott.
Bedford Thomas E. Barr.
Bennington Arthur F. Bell.
Francestown Robert E. Jellerson.
Goffstown Albert E. Jones.
Edwin B. Young.
Greenfield George S. Peavey.
Greenville Louis O. Boisvert.
Hancock George M. Loveren.
Hillsborough John H. Grimes.
Charles A. Jones.
Hollis Marcellus J. Powers.
Hudson George W. Clyde.
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Litchfield Alphonso H. Powers.
Lyndeborough Harlan E. Emery.
Manchester
—
Ward 1 William C. Clarke.
Bayard C. Ryder.
Charles B. Tucker.





























Ward 7 Bernard T. McLaughlin.
John J. Ryan,
Michael T. SulHvan.
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Manchester
—









Ward 10 Wilham N. Brown.*
Horace Holbrook.
Henry J. VanVliet.
Ward 11 Thomas J. Conway.
Ora W. Craig.
Jeremiah J. Leahy.









Merrimack Osgood F. Upham.





Ward 1 Marshall D. Cobleigh.
James H. Hunt.
Ward 2 Enoch Shenton.
Archibald L. Wiley.
Ward 3 Thomas J. Buckley.
Touissant Ledoux.
Noe Richard.*
Ward 4 Edgar C. Damon.
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Nashua
—
Ward 5 Thomas McLaughHn,
Michael P. Sullivan.
Ward 6 Matthew T. Sullivan.
Ward 7 Andros B. Jones.
Thomas J. Leonard.
Charles H. Powell.
Ward 8 James B. Hallisey.
Bartholomew J. Hargraves.
John T. Winn.




New Boston Moses A. Dane.
New Ipswich Walter S. Thayer.
Pelham Sherman Hobbs.
Peterborough Andrew J. Walbridge.
Charles H. Weeks.
Temple • • • Charles W. Tobey.
Weare William W. Flanders.
Wilton George W. Bean.
Windsor Joseph R. Nelson.
CHESHIRE COUNTY.
Alstead George F. Lewis.
Chesterfield George F. Amidon.
Dublin Willard H. Pierce.
Fitzwilliam Clarence M. Damon.
Gilsum Lansing M. Wilder.
Harrisville William H. McGrath.*
Hinsdale John E. Scott.*




Ward 1 William J. Callahan.
Walter G. Perry.
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Keene
—
Ward 2 Eugene L. Aldrich.
George W. Sargent.
Ward 3 Forrest G. Hall.
Herman C. Rice.
Ward 4 Fred E. Howe.*
Ward 5 Daniel M. Spaulding.
Marlborough William Weston.
Mariow Frank E. Robb.
Nelson Wayland P. Tolman.*
Rindge Francis D. Converse.
Stoddard Edward T. Davis.
Sullivan Leston F. Davis.
Surry Frank E. Nesmith.
Swanzey George T. Russell.
Troy Asa C. Dort.
Walpole Charles H. Barnes.
Fred O. Smalley.
Westmoreland ....... Carroll F. Capron.
Winchester Henry T. Coombs.
Edward F. Qualters.
SULLIVAN COUNTY.
Acworth Albert A. Clark.
Charlestown Winfield M. Densmore.






Cornish Fred A. Tifft.
Grantham Ira B. Walker.
Newport Fred W. Gilmore.
Robert E. Gould.
George E. Lewis.
Plainfield Charles H. Peterson.
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Sunapee Mott L. Bartlett.*
Unity Ralph E. Lufkin.
GRAFTON COUNTY.
Alexandria Howard F. Wallis.
Ashland Albion Kahler.
Bath Jonas Minot.
Benton Lebina H. Parker.
Bethlehem Rufus N. Gordon.*
Bridgewater David B. Clement.
Bristol Hiram T. Heath.
Campton Charles W. Johnson, Jr.
Canaan Frank B. Clarke.
Dorchester George W. Rowen.
Enfield David G. Paddleford.
Franconia Fred H. Jesseman.
Grafton Fred Gage.
Hanover Arthur P. Fairfield.
Albert Pinneo.
Haverhill Pardon W. Allen.
Dennison R. Rouhan.
Wesley G. White.
Hebron Ambrose S. Adams.
Holderness Charles A. Haskell.
Landaff Charles S. Chandler.





Lincoln Louis N. Towers.
Lisbon Augustus M. Clough.
Jesse L. Thorpe.
Littleton Fred H. Enghsh.
Hosea B. Mann.
Winfieid G. Wallingford.
Lyme David A. Grant.
Monroe Oscar A. Frazer.
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Orford George N. Russell.
Piermont Freeman A. Robie.
Plymouth Edward A. Chase.
John Gadd.
Rumney Daniel Kidder.
Thornton Walter I. Lee.
Warren lolas C. Clifford.
Wentworth John C. Davis.




Ward 1 Nathan Abrahamson.
Waldo Babson.*
Joseph H. Roy.
Ward 2 Joseph E. Guay.
Earl C. Lane.*
James McDonald.
Ward 3 Andrew P. Berquist.
John H. Graff.
Peter Patnaude.
Ward 4 Ehsha A. Burt.*
Carroll Joseph A. Seymour.*
Clarksville Willis A. Harriman.
Colebrook George W. Martin.
Earnest F. Royal.*
Columbia William Wallace.
Dalton Thomas J. Marshall.
Dummer Robert E. Glover.
Errol Nathaniel R. Leach.
Gorham Bartholomew F. McHugh.
Guy L. Shore3^*
Jefferson Arthur E. Tuttle.
Lancaster William R. Galbraith.
Seldon C. Howe.
James M. Kimball.
Milan Ruel A. Woods.
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Northumberland Charles M. Hayes.
Daniel W. Marshall.
Pittsburg Arthur P. Merrill.
Stewartstown Claude D. Van Dyke
Stratford John C. Pattee.
Wentworth's Location . . Neal H. McGinley.
Whitefield Elbridge W. Snow.
* Those marked with an asterisk were not present at roll call but
appeared later as will be found in the subsequent proceedings of the
House.
RESOLUTIONS.
On motion of Mr. Blue of Conway,
—
Resolved, That the Honorable Senate be notified that the
House of Representatives has assembled in accordance with
the proclamation of His Excellency the Governor, and is
now ready to proceed with the business of the session.
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE,
A message from the Honorable Senate, by its clerk,
announced that the Senate had passed the following resolu-
tion:
Resolved, That the House of Representatives be informed
that in pursuance of the proclamation of His Excellency
the Governor, the Senate has assembled and is now ready
to proceed with the business of the special session.
RESOLUTIONS.
On motion of Mr. Smith of Portsmouth,
—
Resolved, That a committee of seven be appointed on the
f)art of the House, with such as the Senate may join, to wait
on His Excellency the Governor and inform him that a
quorum of both branches of the Legislature has assembled
in accordance with his proclamation, and are ready to meet
in convention to receive any communication he may be
pleased to make.
The Speaker appointed as such committee on the part
of the House, Messrs. Smith of Portsmouth, Jesseman of
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Franconia, Fairfield of Hanover, Green of Pittsfield, Eng-
lish of Littleton, Clarke of Manchester and Leach of
Concord.
On motion of Mr. English of Littleton,
—
Resolved, That the rules of the House for the last session
be the rules of the House for the present session until other-
wise ordered by the House.
On motion of Mr. Boutwell of Manchester,
—
Resolved, By the House of Representatives, the Senate
concurring, that the joint rules of the Senate and House for
the last session be adopted as the joint rules of the Senate
and House for the present session until otherwise ordered.
MESSAGE FROM THE GOVERNOR.
The Honorable Secretary of State then appeared and
laid before the House the following message from His
Excellency the Governor:




To the House of Representatives:
Gentlemen:—Having a communication which I desire
to make to the House of Representatives and the Honorable
Senate, I respectfully request that I may be notified at
what time I may have an opportunity to appear before




On motion of Mr. Orr of Concord,
—
Resolved, That the Honorable Senate be requested to
meet the House of Representatives immediately in joint
convention for the purpose of receiving any communication
that His Excellency the Governor may have to make at
the present session of the Legislature.
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message from the senate.
A message from the Honorable Senate, by its clerk,
announced that the Senate had voted to concur with the
House of Representatives in the following resolutions sent
up from the House of Representatives:
Resolved, That the Honorable Senate be requested to
meet the House of Representatives immediately in joint
convention, for the purpose of receiving any communication
that His Excellency the Governor may have to make to the
Legislature.
Resolved, That the joint rules of the House and Senate
for the last session be adopted as the joint rules of the Senate
and House for the present session, until otherwise ordered.
Resolved, That a committee of seven be appointed on the
part of the House, with such as the Senate may join, to
wait on His Excellency the Governor, and inform him that
a quorum of both branches of the Legislature having assem-
bled in accordance with his proclamation, are ready to meet
in joint convention to receive any communication he may
be pleased to make.
And the President has appointed as members of such
committee on the part of the Senate, Senators Barnes,
Fischer and Sulhvan.
APPOINTMENT OF PAGES.
The Speaker announced the appointment of Wilham J.
Somers of Manchester, a page in place of Thomas E. Steele,
Jr., resigned; and Charles J. Gannon of Concord, in place
of F. Everett Moberg. He also announced the transfer of
Edison J. Minah to Speaker's page.
JOINT CONVENTION.
The Honorable Senate then came in and the two branches
being in convention, on motion of Mr. Ahern of Concord,—
Resolved, That a committee of five be appointed to notify
His Excellency the Governor, that the Honorable Senate
and House of Representatives have met in joint convention
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for the purpose of listening to any communication he may-
be pleased to make.
The chairman appointed as such committee, Mr. Ahern
of Concord, Senators Keyser of District No. 3, and Sullivan
of District No. 13, and Messrs. Thayer of New Ipswich and
Ross of Lebanon.
MESSAGE FROM THE GOVERNOR.
His Excellency the Governor then appeared and laid
before the convention the following message:
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Executive Chamber.
Concord, September 9, 1919.
Senators and Represe7itatives:
You have been convened here in special session for the
primary purpose of ratifj'ing the suffrage amendment to
the Federal Constitution. I cordially greet you as friends
and co-workers.
SUFFRAGE.
At this, the present-day point in the progress of civiUza-
tion, it is scarcely open to one to argue against the right,
the inherent right, of women to be citizenized, and to vote,
in order to safeguard their persons and their property.
Moreover it can never be said that the adoption of any
right is inexpedient.
That there are many women who do not seem to desire
to exercise this right, is not an argument against the right
itself. There are, as we know, many men, also, who do not
desire to exercise it, and who in fact, do not exercise it.
But, on the other hand, that there are many women, even
miUions, who do desire it, and, more than that, demand it,
is an imperative reason for granting it. To deny them this
right is a positive wrong, and to continue a wrong against a
large number of people may become a contributing source of
danger to the Repubhc.
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The granting of real citizenship to women has been
delayed too long already. The delay is increasingly aggra-
vating an already disturbed public mind. By holding this
special session and acting favorably on this question, we
may be the means of cutting short that delay by four years
for the women of many states as well as our own.
The war has been fought to preserve government by the
people, such a government as derives its just powers from
the consent of the governed. We can no longer exclude
from our governing more than half of our people and permit
the minority to govern them without their participating
consent. An essential element of reconstruction is to
eliminate every possible unsettling factor in our public
life. The great body of women toilers should be permitted
at once to assist in shaping the relation of labor under
which they must live and work. For men to prevent this
because they can, because they have the power, is to defeat
a right by sheer might, the most malignant false doctrine
of these perilous times.
I therefore recommend that you enact said ratification
as expeditiously as practicable in the spirit of patriotic
devotion to our republican form of government.
OTHER LEGISLATION.
Although you have been called together under a provision
in the Constitution for a special purpose yet you have a
right, and it is your duty to consider such other matters as
you judge to be of immediate importance. In this class of
subjects I call your attention to the following:
THE BONUS.
Personally, I am convinced that we erred at our regular
session with reference to the so-called bonus to service men,
whether we favored the amount then asked, or the amount
voted. If a majority of us are now satisfied that such an
error was made, we should be given an opportunity to cor-
rect it ourselves, and not leave it for others to correct.
Furthermore, the "boys" will never need assistance so
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badly as they do just now. When we acted on this subject
we had very hmited knowledge as to the desires of the men
themselves, and no knowledge of the exigencies of the pres-
ent. I am sure every one of us, even then, acted in the
most patriotic and appreciative good faith.
We did not then fully reaUze the great loss, to even those
men who returned physically unharmed. The loss arising
from their summary dislocation from regular employment,
the retardation of their education or trade, the disparity of
pay, the diminished value of the dollar, the unsettling of
mind, the disturbance of nerve, the re-kindled ambition to
enter school, or the loss of ambition, the poverty of some,
and many other items,—all make up an inventory of loss
which we have not even yet fully grasped, and which I
believe we should assume as an inevitable obligation of the
war itself. We cannot ever repay them. Nothing we do
should be construed in any sense by us as diminishing our
great debt of gratitude for their heroic and manly service,
but I recommend that we now increase our thank-offering,
making it one hundred dollars. We will all feel better
about it, and the state will even then be conservatively
financed. The wise financial policy of the past well pre-
pared us for the burdens of this great war. I desire here
to express appreciation of those men who have so well
conserved our treasury in years gone by, because it enables
us to do our duty now.
PROFITEERING.
These, gentlemen, are days of extraordinary things. We
are assembled for the good of the state to confer seriously
and soberly together. There are conditions in the country
more subtle and perhaps more dangerous to our liberties
than even war itself. In the face of a common war enemy
we were doggedly united and victory was sure, but now the
pressure that united us is off, a spirit of greed is abroad,
consciences are losing their anchorage, and the test for
individual character and stamina is upon us.
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There should be placed upon our statute books at this
session some well-studied law against hoarding, profiteer-
ing, and all unfair raising of prices. While it is doubtless
true that, in a state like ours, the worst offences along these
lines are committed outside the state, and that the greater
wrongs are done before the merchandise comes within our
jurisdiction, nevertheless I believe there are wrongs being
committed within our state; and certainly all we can do
here by way of enacting laws, and of enforcing them, we are
under an imperative obligation to do. If every legislative
body and all executive officers in the country do this, the
problem will be solved so far as it can be by governmental
authority.
CONCLUSION.
There may be other matters which you will consider of
sufficient immediacy to be acted upon now. I do not wish
to exclude anything which you, in your sound judgment,
desire to take up. But I recommend that each one make it
a rule to introduce no bill without first giving the matter
very careful thought and consideration. I have great con-
fidence, from your excellent record as legislators in the past,
that you will see the present and act in it as men worthy to
succeed to the best traditions of our great and honored
state.
At the conclusion of the delivery of the message His
Excellency retired.




The Speaker announced the following appointments to
fill vacancies on committees
:
Appropriations.—Mr. Chase of Plymouth; Mr. Collins
of Danville appointed chairman.
Judiciary.—Mr. Ordway of Milford.
Waijs and Means.—Mr. Marshall of Northumberland.
Military Affairs.—Mr. Leach of Concord.
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EULOGIES.
Mr. Rogers of Wakefield addressed the House in eulogy
of the life and services of Hon. James E. French, member
of the House from Moultonborough for many sessions,
and chairman of the Committee on Appropriations during
nearly all his service.
Mr. Rogers offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That the Speaker appoint a committee of five
to prepare and present appropriate resolutions on the death
of Hon. James E. French.
The question being on the resolution, fitting eulogies
were delivered by Messrs. Ahern and Couch of Concord.
On a viva voce vote the resolution was unanimously
adopted.
The Speaker appointed as such committee, Messrs,
Rogers of Wakefield, Couch of Concord, Hodsdon of
Ossipee, Libby of Wolfeboro and Paine of Durham.
On motion of Mr. Barney of Rochester,
—
Resolved, That a committee be appointed to draw up
resolutions on the death of Moses H. Jacobs and Ernest
C. Wescott, both of Rochester.
The Speaker appointed as such committee, Messrs.
Varney, Meader, Beaudoin, Gelinas, Sampson and Pick-
ering of Rochester.
On motion of Mr. Challis of Manchester,
Resolved, That the Speaker be authorized to appoint a
committee of five members to prepare suitable resolutions
upon the death of Reuben T. Leavitt, a member of this
house from the town of Pittsfield.
The Speaker appointed as such committee, Messrs.
Challis of Manchester, Green of Pittsfield, Clyde of Hud-
son, Jones of Nashua and Snow of Whitefield.
MESSAGE FROM THE GOVERNOR.
The Honorable Secretary of State then appeared and
laid before the House the following message from His
Excellency the Governor:
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Executive Chamber.
Concord, September 9, 1919.
To the Members of the House of Representatives:
I herewith officially communicate to you the information
contained in the attached certified copy of a Joint Reso-
lution passed by the 66th Congress of the United States of
America. JOHN H. BARTLETT,
Governor.
On motion of Mr. Wright of Sanbornton at 12.50 o'clock
the House took a recess until 2 o'clock.
(After recess.)
The following named gentlemen who did not answer to
their names at the opening of the morning session appeared
and participated in the subsequent proceedings:
Messrs. Willey of Newmarket, Leavitt of Effingham,
Frost of Madison, Hodsdon of Ossipee, Mason of Tamworth,
Maurice J. Connor of Manchester, Scott of Hinsdale and
Tolman of Nelson.
Message from the Governor.
The following message from His Excellency the Governor
was read
:
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
. Office of Secretary of State.
I, Edwin C. Bean, secretary of state of the State of New
Hampshire, do hereby certify that the following and hereto
attached is a true copy of a certified copy of a Joint Resolu-
tion of the Congress of the United States of America, en-
titled "Joint resolution proposing an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States," the original of which is
on file in this office and in my custody as secretary of state.
In testimony whereof, I hereto set my hand
(l. s.) and cause to be affixed the seal of the state, at Con-
cord, this 9th day of September, A. D. 1919.
EDWIN C. BEAN,
Secretary of State.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
(seal)
Department of State.
To All to Whom These Presents Shall Come, Greeting :
I certify that the copy hereto attached is a true copy of a
resolution of Congress, entitled "Joint Resolution propos-
ing an amendment to the Constitution extending the right
of suffrage to women," the original of which is on file in this
Department.
In testimony whereof, I, Frank L. Polk,
Acting Secretar}^ of State, have hereunto caused
, s the Seal of the Department of State to be affixed
and my name subscribed by the Chief Clerk of the
said Department, at the City of Washington, this
twelfth day of June, 1919.
FRANK L. POLK,
Acting Secretary of State.
By BEN G. DAVIS,
Chief Clerk.
H. J. Res. 1.
SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA.
At the First Session,
Begun and held at the City of Washington on Monday,
the nineteenth day of Maj^ one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
JOINT RESOLUTION
Proposing an Amendment to the Constitution Extending
the Right of Suffrage to Women.
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled {two-thirds
of each House concurring therein) , That the following article
is proposed as an amendment to the Constitution, which
shall be valid to all intents and purposes as part of the
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Constitution when ratified by the legislatures of three-
fourths of the several states.
"Article —
.
"The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall
not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any
State on account of sex.
"Congress shall have power to enforce this article by
appropriate legislation."
F. H. GILLETT,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
THOMAS R. MARSHALL,
Vice-President of the United States
and President of the Senate.
JOINT RESOLUTION INTRODUCED.
By Mr. Wright of Sanbornton, House Joint Resolution
No. 83, Joint resolution ratifying a proposed amendment
to the Constitution of the United States of America relating
to women's suffrage.
The joint resolution was read a first and second time.
On motion of Mr. Wright of Sanbornton the rules were
suspended .and the printing of the joint resolution and its
reference to a committee dispensed with.
The question being,
Shall the joint resolution be read a third time?
(Discussion ensued.)
Mr. Connor of Manchester moved the previous ques-
tion.
The motion was seconded by the required number.
The question being,
Shall the main question now be put?
On a viva voce vote the previous question was ordered.
The question being,
Shall the joint resolution be read a third time?
On a viva voce vote the joint resolution was ordered to a
third reading.
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The joint resolution was then read a third time.
The question being,
Shall the joint resolution pass?
Mr. Dudley of Exeter demanded the yeas and nays and
the roll was called with the following result:
Yeas, 212.
Rockingham County.—Brown of Auburn, PhilUps,
Morse of Chester, Collins of Danville, Legro, Downing,
Morse of Derry, Roberts, Leddy, Sanborn of Fremont,
Emerson, Pridham, Hoyt, James, Brown of Nottingham,
Soule, Hodgdon, Casey, Sherburne, Smith of Portsmouth,
Gove, Sawyer, Borchers, Haigh, Owen, Pearson of Stratham.
Strafford County.—Weeks of Barrington, Foss, Wal-
dron, Fairbanks, Randall, Boody, Houston, Marshall of
Dover, Paine, Hall of Farmington, Snell, Davis of Middle-
ton, Jordan of Milton, Brackett, Sampson, Varney, Col-
bath, Andrews, Brennan.
Belknap County.—Ayer, Nutter, Small, Sanderson,
Tilton, Pearson of Laconia, Chase of Laconia, Bacon,
Wright, Hill of Tilton, Sanborn of Tilton.
Carroll County.—Pitman, Chandler of Chatham,
Blue, Hill of Conway, Leavitt of Effingham, Frost, Marston
of Sandwich, Mason, Lamprey, Rogers, Young of Wolfe-
boro.
Merrimack County.—Fenton, Ranney, Colby, Dow,
Corbett, Cross, Robinson, Brown of Concord, Remick,
Couch, Orr, Walker of Concord, Young of Concord, Ahern,
Gilchrist, Cunningham of Franklin, Garneau, Douphinet,
Martin of Franklin, Kelley of Hill, Poor, Davis of Hopkin-
ton, Greene of Loudon, Gay, Jaquith, Perreault, Green of
Pittsfield, Davis of Sutton, Thompson, Sanborn of Web-
ster, Stearns.
Hillsborough County.—Chase of Amherst, Abbott,
Barr, Jellerson, Peavey, Boisvert, Jones of Hillsborough,
Powers of Hollis, Clyde, Powers of Litchfield, Emery of
Lyndeborough, Clarke of Manchester, Bartlett of Manches-
ter, Burgess, Burman, Flanders of Manchester, Gray of
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Manchester, Challis, Garmon, Lamb of Ward 4, Man-
chester, ColHns (Michael J.) of Manchester, Connor (Martin)
of Manchester, Glancy, Kelley of Manchester, Daniels,
Gallagher, Smith of Ward 6, Manchester, Sullivan of Man-
chester, Chevrette, Rice of Manchester, Stewart, Arnold,
Cunningham of Manchester, Holbrook, Van Vliet, Con-
way, Craig, Cote of Manchester, Dugas, Lovejoy, Cob-
leigh, Hunt, Shenton, Jones of Nashua, Leonard, Powell,
Dane, Thayer, Walbridge, Weeks of Peterborough, Bean,
Nelson.
Cheshire County.—Pierce, Damon of Fitzwilliam,
Wilder, Scott, Symonds, Townsend, Callahan, Perry,
Aldrich, Hall of Keene, Rice of Keene, Spaulding, Weston,
Converse, Davis of Stoddard, Nesmith, Dort, Barnes,
Smalley, Capron, Coombs.
Sullivan County.—Barney, Fry, King, Wolcott, Walker
of Grantham, Gould, Peterson, Lufkin.
Grafton County.—Minot, Johnson, Clarke of Canaan,
Rowen of Dorchester, Paddleford, Jesseman, Gage, Fairfield,
Rouhan of Haverhill, White, Chandler of Landaff, Dewey,
Ross, Towers, Clough, Thorpe, English, Russell of Orford,
Robie, Chase of Plymouth, Kidder.
Coos County.—Abramson, McDonald, Graff, Pat-
naude, Harriman, Marshall of Dalton, McHugh, Galbraith,
Kimball, Marshall of Northumberland, Pattee, Snow.
Nays, 143..
Rockingham County.—Smith of Atkinson, Swasey,
Emery of Deny, Dudley, Fellowes, McReel, Shaw, Watts,
Sheehy, Mathes, Rousseau, Willey, Davis of Newton, Hill
of Plaistow, Dowdell, Howard, Kane, Bailey of Windham.
Strafford County.—Cronin, O'Neil, Shackford, Adams
of Farmington, Meader, Beaudoin, Gelinas, Philpott,
Morin, Boucher, Houle, Gagne, Berry.
Belknap County.—Sleeper, Tarlson, Page, Avery,
Seaverns, Philbrook, Russell of Laconia.
Carroll County.—Hammond, Sanborn of Brookfield.
Pollard, Philbrick, Gale, Libby of Wolfeboro.
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Merrimack County.—Eastman, Messer, Warren, Leach
of Concord, Otis, Inman, Knowlton, Marston of Concord,
Cilley, Lee of Concord, Jordan of Concord, Perkins, Tripp,
Childs, Fowler, Woodbury.
Hillsborough County.—Jones of Goffstown, Young of
Goffstown, Loveren, Ryder, Tucker, Boutwell, Smith of
Ward 2, Manchester, Prime, Collins (Jas. H.) of Manchester,
Connor (Maurice J.) of Manchester, Gorham, Harlan,
Heffron, Brassell, Shanahan, McLaughhn of Manchester,
Ryan, Donnelly, Foster, Lambe of Ward 9, Manchester,
Leahy, Chatel, Soucy, Bailly of Ward 13, Manchester,
Gagnon, Gauthier, Laroche, Olivier, Upham, Fisk, Ordway,
Wiley, Buckley, Ledoux, Damon of Nashua, McLaughlin
of Nashua, SuUivan of Ward 6, Nashua, Halhsey, Har-
graves, Winn, Cote of Nashua, Pelletier, Hobbs, Flanders
of Weare.
Cheshire County.—Lewis of Alstead, Sargent, Robb,
Davis of Sullivan, Russell of Swanzey, Qualters.
Sullivan County.—Clark of Acworth, Floyd, Putnam,
Tifft, Gilmore, Lewis of Newport.
Grafton County.—Wallis of Alexandria, Kahler, Par-
ker, Clement, Heath, Pinneo, Adams of Hebron, Haskell,
Allen of Lebanon, Drake, Mann, Grant, Frazer, Lee of
Thornton, Clifford, Davis of Wentworth, Fox.
Coos County.—Roy, Martin of Colebrook, Wallis of
Columbia, Glover, Leach of Errol, Woods, Hayes, Merrill,
Vandyke, McGinley.
Mr. Hatch of Exeter voting no was paired with Mr. Lane
of Berlin voting yes.
Mr. Pickering of Rochester voting yes was paired with
Mr. Bailey of Ward 9, Manchester, voting no.
Mr. Coe of Center Harbor voting no was paired with Mr.
Neil of Meredith voting yes.
Mr. Bell of Bennington voting no was paired with Mr.
Grimes of Hillsborough voting yes.
Mr. Allen of Manchester voting no was paired with Mr.
Dockham of Manchester voting yes.
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Mr. Babson of Berlin voting yes was paired with Mr.
Guay of Berlin voting no.
Mr. Tuttle of Jefferson voting no was paired with Mr.
Howe of Lancaster voting yes.
And the joint resolution passed and was sent to the
Senate for concurrence.
RESOLUTION.
Mr. Couch of Concord offered the following resolution:
Whereas, The subject matter for which the special session
was called has been acted upon;
Resolved, That the House will not entertain or act affirma-
tively upon any subject-matter unless the same be related
to the ratification of the proposed amendment to the Con-
stitution of the United States of America.
The question being on the resolution,
(Discussion ensued.)
Mr. Van Vliet of Manchester moved that the resolution
be laid upon the table.
The question being on the motion of Mr. Van Vliet,
Mr. Lee of Concord demanded the yeas and nays but
subsequently withdrew his demand.
Mr. Van VHet withdrew his motion.
Mr. Van Vliet offered the following amendment:
Amend said resolution by adding at the end thereof the
words "and soldiers' and sailors' bonus, so-called."
The question being on the amendment,
(Discussion ensued.)
Mr. SulHvan of Manchester offered the following amend-
ment to the amendment offered by Mr. Van Vliet:
Amend said resolution by adding at the end thereof the
words " and all other bills in the hands of the clerk."
The question being on the amendment,
(Discussion ensued.)
Mr. Couch of Concord moved the previous question.
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The motion was seconded by the required number.
The question being,
Shall the main question now be put?
On a viva voce vote the previous question was ordered.
The question being on the amendment offered by Mr.
Sullivan,
On a viva voce vote the amendment was not adopted.
The question being on the amendment offered by Mr.
Van Vliet of Manchester,
Mr. Couch of Concord moved the previous question.
The motion was seconded by the required number.
The question being,
Shall the main question now be put?
On a viva voce vote the previous question was ordered.
The question being on the amendment offered by Mr.
Van Vliet,
On a viva voce vote the amendment was not adopted.
Mr. Varney of Rochester deftianded the yeas and nays
and the roll was called with the following result
:
Yeas, 157.
Rockingham County.—Legro, Morse of Derry, Leddy,
McReel, Hoyt, Brown of Nottingham, Owen.
Strafford County.—Waldron, O'Neil, Marshall of
Dover, Meader, Andrews, Brennan.
Belknap County.—Ayer, Sanderson, Tarlson, Page,
Seaverns, Pearson of Laconia, Bacon, Sanborn of Tilton.
Carroll County.—Blue, Mason, Lamprey, Young of
Wolfeboro.
Merrimack County.—Eastman, Fenton, Ranney, Dowj
Corbett, Cross, Robinson, Remick, Cilley, Walker of Con-
cord, Young of Concord, Lee of Concord, Jordan of Con-
cord, Garneau, Douphinet, Martin of Franklin, Poor,
Jaquith, Perreault, Woodbury.
Hillsborough County.—Abbott, Jellerson, Jones of
Goffstown, Young of Goffstown, Boisvert, Grimes, Jones,
of Hillsborough, Powers of Hollis, Clyde, Clarke of Man-
chester, Ryder, Tucker, Burgess, Burman, Flanders of
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Manchester, Gray of Manchester, Prime, Dockham,
Lamb of Ward 4, Manchester, Colhns (Jas. H.) of Manches-
ter, Colhns (Michael J.) of Manchester, Connor (Martin) of
Manchester, Connor (Maurice J.) of Manchester, Glancy,
Gorham, Heffron, Kelley of Manchester, Brassell, Daniels,
Gallagher, Shanahan, Smith of Ward 6, Manchester,
McLaughUn of Manchester, Ryan, Sullivan of Manches-
ter, Chevrette, Donnelly, Stewart, Arnold, Cunningham of
Manchester, Foster, Lambe of Ward 9, Manchester,
Holbrook, VanVliet, Conway, Graig, Leahy, Chatel,
Cote of Manchester, Dugas, Soucy, Gagnon, Gauthier,
Laroche, Olivier, Upham, Cobleigh, Hunt, Wiley, Buckley,
Ledoux, Damon of Nashua, McLaughhn of Nashua,
Jones of Nashua, Leonard, Powell, Halhsey, Hargraves,
Winn, Dane, Walbridge, Weeks of Peterborough, Bean,
Nelson.
Cheshire County.—Scott, Callahan, Perry, Sargent,
Hall of Keene, Weston, Russell of Swanzey, Dort, Barnes.
Sullivan County.—Densmore, Floyd, King, Tifft,
Gould, Peterson.
Grafton County.—Wallis of Alexandria, Clarke of
Canaan, Haskell, Allen of Lebanon, Clough, Russell of
Orford, Kidder, Clifford.
Coos County.—Abramson, Roy, Guay, McDonald,
Patnaude, Wallace of Columbia, Marshall of Dalton,
Leach of Errol, McHugh, Galbraith, Kimball, Woods,
Hayes, Pattee, McGinley.
Nays, 135.
Rockingham County.—Smith of Atkinson, Swasey,
Philhps, Colhns of Danville, Dudley, Sanborn of Fremont,
Emerson, Shaw, James, Hill of Plaistow, Hodgdon, Smith
of Portsmouth, Gove, Sawyer, Borchers, Pearson of
Stratham.
Strafford County.—Weeks of Barrington, Shackford,
Paine, Snell, Sampson, Varney.
Belknap County.—Small, Sleeper, Avery, Tilton, Chase
of Laconia, Russell of Laconia, Wright, Hill of Tilton.
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Carroll County.—Hammond, Pitman, Sanborn of
Brookfield, Chandler of Chatham, Hill of Conway, Pollard,
Leavitt of Effingham, Philbrick, Gale, Frost, Hodsdon,
Marston of Sandwich, Rogers, Libby of Wolfeboro.
Merrimack County.—Colby, Messer, Warren, Brown
of Concord, Leach of Concord, Otis, Couch, Marston of
Concord, Ahern, Gilchrist, Kelley of Hill, Davis of Hop-
kinton, Greene of Loudon, Gay, Fowler, Green of Pitts-
field, Davis of Sutton, Thompson, Sanborn of Webster,
Stearns.
Hillsborough County.—Chase of Amherst, Barr,
Peavey, Loveren, Powers of Litchfield, Emery of Lynde-
borough, Bartlett of Manchester, Boutwell, Challis, Gar-
mon. Rice of Manchester, Fisk, Lovejoy, Ordway, Shenton,
Hobbs, Flanders of Weare.
Cheshire County.—Lewis of Alstead, Damon of Fitz-
william, Wilder, Symonds, Townsend, Aldrich, Spaulding,
Davis of Stoddard, Davis of Sullivan, Smalley, Capron.
Sullivan County.—Barney, Fry, Putman, Wolcott,
Walker of Grantham, Gilmore, Lewis of Newport, Lufkin.
Grafton County.—Kahler, Minot, Parker, Clement,
Heath, Johnson, Rowen of Dorchester, Jesseman, Gage,
Fairfield, Pinneo, Allen of Haverhill, Rouhan of Haverhill,
White, Adams of Hebron, Chandler of Landaff, Drake,
Ross, Towers, Thorpe, English, Mann, Grant, Frazer,
Robie, Chase of Plymouth, Lee of Thornton, Fox.
Coos County.—Graff, Martin of Colebrook, Glover,
Howe of Lancaster, Marshall of Northumberland, Vandyke,
Snow.
And the amendment was adopted.
Mr. Couch of Concord moved the previous question on
the resolution as amended.
The question being.
Shall the main question now be put?
On a viva voce vote the previous question was ordered.
The question being on the resolution as amended.
On a viva voce vote the resolution was adopted.
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Mr. Maurice J. Connor of Manchester demanded the
yeas and nays.
The roll call having commenced Mr. Connor, with the
roll call pending, moved that the House adjourn but sub-
sequently withdrew his motion and his demand for the yeas
and nays and moved that the House adjourn.
Mr. Couch of Concord raised the point of order that
when the yeas and nays are being called no motion can be
entertained.
The Speaker ruled the point well taken and ordered the
clerk to resume the calling of the yeas and nays, and the
roll was called with the following result
:
Yeas, 233.
Rockingham County.—Smith of Atkinson, Morse of
Derry, Dudley, McReel, Sanborn of Fremont, Emerson,
Shaw, Hojrt, James, Brown of Nottingham, Hodgdon,
Smith of Portsmouth, Gove, Sawyer, Borchers, Owen,
Pearson of Stratham.
Strafford County.—Shackford, Paine, Meader, Samp-
son, Varney, Berry.
Belknap County.—Ayer, Small, Sleeper, Sanderson,
Tarlson, Page, Avery, Seaverns, Tilton, Pearson of Laconia,
Philbrook, Chase of Laconia, Russell of Laconia, Bacon,
Wright, Hill of Tilton, Sanborn of Tilton.
Carroll County.—Pitman, Sanborn of Brookfield,
Blue, Hill of Conway, Pollard, Leavitt of Effingham, Phil-
brick, Gale, Frost, Marston of Sandwich, Mason, Libby of
Wolfeboro, Young of Wolfeboro.
Merrimack County.—Fenton, Ranney, Colby, Messer,
Warren, Robinson, Brown of Concord, Leach of Concord,
Otis, Remick, Couch, Cilley, Walker of Concord, Young of
Concord, Lee of Concord, Ahern, Jordan, Perkins, Gil-
christ, Garneau, Martin of Franklin, Kelley of Hill, Poor,
Davis of Hopkinton, Gay, Jaquith, Fowler, Green of Pitts-
field, Davis of Sutton, Thompson, Sanborn of Webster,
Stearns.
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Hillsborough County.—Chase of Amherst, Abbott,
Jellerson, Jones of Goffstown, Young of Goffstown, Peavey,
Boisvert, Loveren, Grimes, Jones of Hillsborough, Powers
of Hollis, Emery of Lyndeborough, Ryder, Tucker, Bartlett
of Manchester, Boutwell, Burgess, Burman, Flanders of
Manchester, Gray of Manchester, Prime, Challis, Dock-
ham, Garmon, Lamb of Ward 4, Manchester, Rice of
Manchester, Arnold, Holbrook, Upham, Fisk, Lovejoy,
Ordway, Cobleigh, Hunt, Shenton, Wiley, Ledoux, Damon
of Nashua, Jones of Nashua, Powell, Dane, Hobbs, Wal-
bridge, Flanders of Weare, Bean, Nelson.
Cheshire County.—Lewis of Alstead, Damon of Fitz-
wilHam, Wilder, Scott, Symoncls, Townsend, Callahan,
Perry, Aldrich, Sargent, Hall of Keene, Spaulding, Weston,
Converse, Davis of Stoddard, Davis of Sullivan, Russell of
Swanzey, Dort, Barnes, Smalley, Capron.
Sullivan County.—Densmore, Barney, Floyd, Frj^,
King, Putnam, Wolcott, Tifft, Walker of Grantham, Gil-
more, Gould, Lewis of Newport, Peterson, Lufkin.
Grafton County.—Wallis of Alexandria, Kahler, Minot,
Parker, Clement, Heath, Johnson, Clarke of Canaan,
Rowen of Dorchester, Jesseman, Gage, Fairfield, Pinneo,
Rouhan of Haverhill, White, Adams of Hebron, Haskell,
Chandler of Landaff, Allen of Lebanon, Dewey, Drake,
Ross, Towers, Clough, Thorpe, English, Mann, Grant,
Frazer, Russell of Orford, Robie, Chase of Plymouth, Kid-
der, Lee of Thornton, Clifford, Fox.
Coos County.—Abramson, Roy, Guay, McDonald,
Graff, Patnaude, HaTriman, Martin of Colebrook, Wallace
of Columbia, Marshall of Dalton, Glover, Leach of Errol,
McHugh, Galbraith, Howe of Lancaster, Kimball, Woods,
Hayes, Marshall of Northumberland, Merrill, Pattee,
McGinley, Snow.
Nays, 64.
Strafford County.—Waldron, O'Neil, Marshall of
Dover, Snell, Andrews, Brennan.
Belknap County.—Neal.
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Carroll County.—Chandler of Chatham, Rogers.
Merrimack County.—Eastman, Corbett, Cross, Mar-
ston of Concord, Cunningham of Frankhn, Douphinet,
Greene of Loudon, Perreault, Woodbury.
Hillsborough County.—Clyde, Powers of Litchfield,
Clarke of Manchester, Colhns, Jas. H. of Manchester,
Colhns (Michael J.) of Manchester, Connor (Martin) of
Manchester, Connor (Maurice J.) of Manchester, Glancy,
Gorham, Heffron, Kelley of Manchester, Brassell, Daniels,
Gallagher, Shanahan, Smith of Ward 6, Manchester, Mc-
Laughlin of Manchester, Ryan, Sulhvan of Manchester,
Chevrette, Donnelly, Stewart, Cunningham of Manchester,
Foster, Lambe of Ward 9, Manchester, Van Vliet, Con-
way, Craig, Leahy, Chatel, Cote of Manchester, Dugas,
Soucy, Gagnon, Gauthier, Laroche, Ohvier, Buckley,
McLaughhn of Nashua, Sullivan of Ward 6, Nashua,
Hallisey, Hargraves, Winn, Cote of Nashua, Weeks of
Peterborough.
Cheshire County.—Qualters.
Grafton County.—Allen of Haverhill,
and the resolution was adopted.
On motion of Mr. Clyde of Hudson at 5.33 o'clock the
House adjourned.
AFTERNOON.
The House was immediately called to order in afternoon
session.
On motion of Mr. Wright of Sanbornton at 5.34 o'clock
the House adjourned.
WEDNESDAY, September 10, 1919.
The House met at 11 o'clock.
Prayer was offered by the chaplain.
LEAVES OF ABSENCE.
Messrs. Wyman of South Hampton, Downing of Derry,
Borchers of Salem, Amidon of Chesterfield, and Dort of
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Troy were granted leave of- absence for the day on account
of important business.
Mr. Drake of Lebanon and Emery of Derry were granted
leave of absence for the day on account of sickness.
Mr. Paddleford of Enfield was granted leave of absence
for Thursday on account of important business.
PETITIONS PRESENTED AND REFERRED.
By Mr. Drake of Lebanon, Petition of citizens of Lebanon
relating to additional bounty for soldiers and sailors.
By Mr. Challis of Ward 4, Manchester, Petition of citi-
zens of Manchester relating to additional bounty for sol-
diers and sailors.
By Mr. Thompson of Warner, Petition of more than 4,000
citizens of Manchester relating to additional bounty for
soldiers and sailors.
By Mr. Morse of Derry, Petition of citizens of Derry
relating to additional bounty for soldiers and sailors.
Severall}^ presented and referred to the Committee on
Military Affairs.
INTRODUCTION OF BILLS.
By Mr. Perry of Keene, House Bill No. 403, An act to
provide additional recognition of the war service of resi-
dents of New Hampshire who served in the military and
naval forces of the LTnited States, or allied countries during
the war against the Imperial Government of Germany.
The bill was read a first and second time, laid upon
the table to be printed and then referred to the Committee
on Military Affairs.
By Mr. Marshall of Dover, House Bill No. 404, An act to
amend ''An act to establish a Board of Park Commissioners
for the city of Dover."
The bill was read a first time.
The question being,
Shall the bill be read a second time?
Mr. Challis of Manchester moved that the bill be laid
upon the table and made a special order for 1L50 o'clock.
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(Discussion ensued as to time.)
Mr. Challis withdrew his motion.
On a viva voce vote the bill was ordered to a second
reading.
The bill was then read a second time.
On motion of Mr. Marshall of Dover, the rules were
suspended and the printing of the bill and its reference to a
committee dispensed with. On motion of the same gentle-
man the rules were further suspended and the bill made in
order for a third reading by its title.
The bill was then read a third time and passed and sent
to the Senate for concurrence.
By Mr. Lewis of Newport, House Bill No. 405, An act
relating to clerk hire in the office of the Register of Probate
in Sullivan County.
The bill was read a first time.
The question being,
Shall the bill be read a second time?
(Discussion ensued.)
On a viva voce vote the chair was in doubt.
(Discussion ensued.)
On a viva voce vote the bill was ordered to a second
reading.
The bill was then read a second time.
On motion of Mr. Ahern of Concord, the printing of
the bill was dispensed with.
The bill was then referred to the Committee on Judiciary.
By Mr. Buckley of Nashua, House Bill No. 406, An act
to amend chapter 147 of the Laws of 1917 relating to intoxi-
cating liquors.
The bill was then read a first time.
The question being,
Shall the bill be read a second time?
Mr. Snow of Whitefield moved that the bill be indefi-
nitely postponed.
On a viva voce vote the affirmative prevailed.
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Mr. Shanahan of Manchester demanded the yeas and
nays.
Mr. Snow withdrew his motion.
Mr. Shanahan withdrew his demand for the yeas and nays.
The question being,
Shall the bill be read a second time?
On motion of Mr. Challis of Manchester, the bill was
laid upon the table and made a special order for 12.15
o'clock.
By Mr. Craig of Manchester, House Bill No. 407, An
act in amendment of chapter 183 of the Public Statutes
relating to the safety and health of employees in factories
and workshops.
The bill was read a first time.
The question being,
Shall the bill be read a second time?
On motion of Mr. Chalhs of Manchester, the bill was laid
upon the table and made a special order for 12.16 o'clock.
By Mr. Shanahan of Manchester, House Bill No. 408,
An act to define the right of labor unions and to restrain the
issuance of injunctions except where irreparable injury may
result to property rights.
The bill was then read a first time.
The question being,
Shall the bill be read a second time?
On motion of Mr. Challis of Manchester, the bill was laid
upon the table and made a special order for 12.17 o'clock.
By Mr. Winn of Nashua, House Bill No. 409, An act to
provide in certain employments a forty-eight hour week for
women and minors under eighteen years of age.
On motion of Mr. Smith of Portsmouth, the rules were
suspended and the bill read a first time by its title.
The question being,
Shall the bill be read a second time?
Mr. Shanahan of Manchester moved that the second
reading of the bill and its printing be dispensed with and
the bill be referred to the Committee on Labor, but subse-
quently withdrew his motion.
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On motion of the same gentleman the bill was laid upon
the table and made a special order for 12.18 o'clock.
By Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua, House Bill No. 410, An act
against profiteering and hoarding.
Read a first time.
The question being,
Shall the bill be read a second time?
On motion of Mr. Rogers of Wakefield, the bill was laid
upon the table pending the receipt of a message from His
Excellency, the Governor.
message from the governor.
The Honorable Secretary of State then appeared and
laid before the House the following message from His
Excellency, the Governor.
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Executive Chamber.
Concord, September 10, 1919.
Members of the House of Representatives:
The bill before you against profiteering and hoarding
was prepared with care at the suggestion of those interested
in prosecutions under the Federal Law who fear that the
Federal Law may not be in all cases adequate to meet the
situation, and who desire the supplemental legislation of
the states in order to make their work more effectual and
sure. Such a bill is also necessary to make effective article
82 of the Constitution as amended in 1903.
It is drawn along the lines of an act recently put into
effect in the State of Massachusetts. I can see no possible
objection to it on the part of any one who recognizes and
realizes the seriousness of the present tendency to unreason-
able prices through hoarding, speculation and conspiracy.
The fear in the minds of poor people that prices are going
beyond their reach and that they may be brought face to
face with hunger is the generating point of the greatest
danger to the peace and order of the Repubhc. Hunger
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will bring on rioting and civil war, and nothing should be
omitted which we can possibly do to make that the most
impossible. No time we can spend will be of greater service
than the consideration of this bill. I would not expect that
it would take over ten minutes to pass either branch and
that there would be any opposition to it whatsoever.
I send this message to you in fear that in the rush and
confusion of a short session you maj^ not realize how im-
portant this bill is considered. It, in itself, is well worth




On motion of Mr. Rogers of Wakefield, House Bill No.
410, An act against profiteering and hoarding was taken from
the table.
The question being,
Shall the bill be read a second time?
(Discussion ensued.)
The bill was then read a second time.
On motion of Mr. Rogers the rules were suspended, the
printing of the bill and its reference to a committee dispensed
with and the bill made in order for a third readingby its title.
The bill was then read a third time and passed and sent
to the Senate for concurrence.
RESOLUTION.
On motion of Mr. Couch of Concord,
—
Resolved, That the Committee on Mileage be and hereby
is instructed to make up the mileage roll in such manner as
to include the same amount of mileage to those members
who travel by automobile as such members would receive
if they travelled by rail.
COMMITTEE REPORTS.
Mr. Ahern of Concord, for the Committee on Appropria-
tions, reported the following entitled bill, House Bill No.
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411, An act amending section 7 of chapter 90 of the Laws of
1919, correcting error in relation to bridge bonds, with the
recommendation that the bill ought to pass.
The report was a^ccepted and the })ill read a first and
second time.
On motion of Mr. Ahern of Concord, the rules were sus-
pended and the printing of the bill dispensed with.
On motion of the same gentleman, the rules were further
suspended and the bill made in order for a third reading b}'
its title.
The bill was then read a third time and passed and sent
to the Senate for concurrence.
Mr. Leach of Concord for the Committee on Judiciary
reported the following entitled bill, House Bill No. 412, An
act in amendment of chapter 31 of the Public Statutes as
amended by chapter 52 of the Laws of 1899 and chapter
179 of Laws of 1911 in relation to the rights and qualifi-
cations of voters, with the recommendation that the bill
ought to pass.
The report was accepted and the bill read a first time.
The question being.
Shall the bill be read a second time?
(Discussion ensued.)
On a viva voce vote the bill was ordered to a second reading.
The bill was then read a second time.
On motion of Mr. Wright of Sanbornton, the rules were
suspended and the printing of the bill dispensed with. On
motion of the same gentleman the rules were further sus-
pended and the bill made in order for a third reading by its
title.
The bill was then read a third time and passed and sent
to the Senate for concurrence.
Mr. Leach of Concord, for the Committee on Judiciary,
reported the following entitled bill. House Bill No. 413, An
act in amendment of chapter 55 of the PubHc Statutes as
amended by chapter 82 of the Laws of 1913 and chapter
91 of the Laws of 1919 relating to poll tax, with the recom-
mendation that the bill ought to pass.
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The report was accepted and the bill read a first and
second time.
On motion of Mr. Rogers of Wakefield, the rules were
suspended and the printing of the bill dispensed with.
On motion of the same gentleman the rules were further
suspended and the bill made in order for a third reading by
its title.
The bill was then read a third time and passed and sent
to the Senate for concurrence.
The following named gentlemen, who did not answer to
their names at the opening roll call on Tuesday, appeared
and participated in the proceedings of the session:
Messrs. Greer of Manchester, Brown of Manchester,
Richard of Nashua, Delacombe of Nashua, Cavaric of
Kingston, Howe of Keene, Royal of Colebrook, and Shorey
of Gorham.
On motion of Mr. Ahern of Concord, at 11.40 o'clock,
the House took a recess for 1 hour and 20 minutes.
(After recess.)
Mr. VanVliet of Manchester moved that the order
whereby House Bill No. 403, An act to provide additional
recognition of the war service of residents of New Hamp-
shire who served in the military and naval forces of the
United States or allied countries during the war against the
Imperial Government of Germany and in amendment of
chapter 140 of the Session Laws of 1919 was referred to
the Committee on Military Affairs, be vacated and the bill
be referred to the Committee on Appropriations.
(Discussion ensued.)
On a viva voce vote the motion prevailed.
SPECIAL ORDERS
Mr. Challis of Manchester called for the special order,
House Bill No. 406, An act to amend chapter 147 of the
Laws of 1917, relating to intoxicating liquor.
The question being.
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Shall the bill be read a second time?
(Discussion ensued.)
Mr. Snow of Whitefield moved that the bill be indefi-
nitely postponed.
On a viva voce vote the affirmative prevailed.
Mr. Shanahan of Manchester demanded the yeas and
nays and the roll was called with the following result:
Yeas, 220.
Rockingham County.—Brown of Auburn, Swasey,
Philhps, Morse of Chester, Legro, Morse of Derry, Roberts,
Leddy, Fellowes, McReel, Sanborn of Fremont, Emerson,
Cavaric, Watts, Pridham, Idoyt, Davis of Newton, Brown
of Nottingham, Hill of Plaistow, Hodgdon, Howard, Sher-
burne, Smith of Portsmouth, Gove, Sawyer, Haigh, Pearson
of Stratham, Bailey of Windham.
Strafford County.^—Weeks of Barrington, Foss, Ran-
dall, Shackford, Boody, Adams of Farmington, Hall of
Farmington, Snell, Davis of Middleton, Jordan of Milton,
Brackett, Meader, Sampson, Pickering, Colbath, Berry.
Belknap County.—A3'er, Small, Sleeper, Sanderson,
Blaisdell, Page, Avery, Seaverns, Tilton, Philbrook, Chase
of Laconia, Russell of Laconia, Bacon, Wright, Hill of Til-
ton, Sanborn of Tilton.
Carroll County.—Pitman, .Blue, Hill of Conway,
Leavitt of Effingham, Philbrick, Frost, Mason, Lamprey,
Libby of Wolfeboro, Young of Wolfeboro.
Merrimack County.—Fenton, Ranney, Colb}^, Messer,
Dow, Warren, Otis, Remick, Couch, Orr, Inman, Knowlton,
Marston of Concord, Cilley, Walker of Concord, Lee of
Concord, Ahern, Jordan of Concord, Perkins, Tripp, Gil-
christ, Martin of Franklin, Childs, Kelley of Hill, Poor,
Davis of Hopkinton, Greene of Loudon, Gay, Fowler, Wood-
bury, Green of Pittsfield, Davis of Sutton, Thompson,
Sanborn of Webster.
Hillsborough County.—Chase of Amherst, Abbott,
Bell, Jellerson, Young of Goffstown, Peavey, Boisvert,
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Loveren, Grimes, Jones of Hillsborough, Powers of Hollis,
Clyde, Powers of Litchfield, Emery of Lyndeborough,
Clarke of Manchester, Ryder, Tucker, Bartlett of Man-
chester, Boutwell, Burgess, Burman, Greer, Gray of
Manchester, Prime, Challis, Garmon, Lamb of Ward 4,
Manchester, Daniels, Rice of Manchester, Upham, Fisk,
Lovejoy, Ordway, Cobleigh, Hunt, Shenton, Wiley, Damon
of Nashua, Jones of Nashua, Powell, Dane, Thayer, Hobbs,
Walbridge, Flanders of Weare, Bean.
Cheshire County.—Lewis of Alstead, Pierce, Damon
of Fitzwilham, Wilder, Scott, Symonds, Townsend, Calla-
han, Perry, Aldrich, Hall of Keene, Howe of Keene, Spauld-
ing, Weston, Robb, Converse, Davis of Stoddard, Davis of
Sullivan, Russell of Swanzey, Barnes, Smalley, Capron.
Sullivan County.—Densmore, Barney, Fry, King,
Putnam, Wolcott, Tifft, Walker of Grantham, Gilmore,
Lewis of Newport, Peterson, Lufkin.
Grafton County.—Kahler, Minot, Parker, Johnson,
Clarke of Canaan, Rowen of Dorchester, Paddleford, Jesse-
man, Gage, Fairfield, Allen of Haverhill, Rouhan of Haver-
hill, White, Haskell, Chandler of Landaff, Allen of Lebanon,
Dewey, Ross, Towers, English, Mann, Grant, Russell of
Orford, Chase of Plymouth, Gadd, Kidder, Clifford.
Coos County.—Graff, Patnaude, Harriman, Martin of
Colebrook, Wallace of Columbia, Shorey, Howe of Lan-
caster, Hayes, Marshall of Northumberland, Snow.
Nays, 61.
Rockingham County.—Sheehy, Mathes, Willey, Dow-
dell, Kane.
Strafford County.—Beaudoin, Gelinas, Philpott,
Morin, Boucher, Brennan, Houle.
Carroll County.—Sanborn of Brookfield.
Merrimack County.—Eastman, Cross, Garneau, Dou-
phinet, Perreault.
Hillsborough County.—Smith of Ward 2, Manchester,
Collins (James H.) of Manchester, ColHns (Michael J.) of
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Manchester, Connor (Martin) of Manchester, Connor
(Maurice J.) of Manchester, Glancy, Harlan, Heffron,Kelley
of Manchester, Brassell, Gallagher, Shanahan, McLaughlin
of Manchester, Ryan, Sullivan of Manchester, Chevrette,
Donnelly, Stewart, Arnold, Cunningham of Manchester,
Foster, Lambe of Ward 9, Manchester, Brown of Man-
chester, VanVhet, Conway, Craig, Leahy, Dugas, Soucy,
Gagnon, Gauthier, Laroche, Olivier, Ledoux, Richard,
Leonard, Cote of Nashua, Delacombe, Pelletier.
Sullivan County.—Floyd.
Coos County.—Roy, Guay, McDonald,
and the bill was indefinitely postponed.
Mr. Challis of Manchester called for the special order,
House Bill No. 407, An act in amendment of chapter 183
of the Public Statutes relating to the safety and health of
employees in factories and workshops.
The question being,
Shall the bill be read a second time?
(Discussion ensued.)
Mr. Graff of Berlin moved that the bill be indefinitely
postponed.
On a viva voce vote the motion prevailed.
Mr. McLaughlin of Manchester demanded the yeas and
nays and the roll was called with the following result:
Yeas, 215.
Rockingham County.—Smith of Atkinson, Brown of Au-
burn, Swasey, Phillips, Morse of Chester, Collins of Danville,
Dudley, Fellowes, McReel, Sanborn of Fremont, Emerson,
Shaw, Cavaric, Watts, Hoyt, Davis of Newton, James,
Brown of Nottingham, Hill of Plaistow, Howard, Smith
of Portsmouth, Sawyer, Haigh, Pearson of Stratham,
Bailey of Windham.
Strafford County.—Weeks of Barrington, Foss, Shack-
ford, Boody, Hall of Farmington, Snell, Jordan of Milton,
Meader, Sampson, Pickering, Varney, Berry.
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Belknap County.—Small, Sleeper, Sanderson, Tarlson,
Blaisdell, Avery, Seaverns, Tilton, Philbrook, Chase of La-
conia, Russell of Laconia, Bacon, Hill of Tilton, Sanborn of
Tilton.
Carroll County.—Pitman, Sanborn of Brookfield, Hill
of Conway, Pollard, Philbrick, Frost, Hodsdon, Marston
of Sandwich, Mason, Lamprey, Libby of Wolfeboro, Young
of Wolfeboro.
Merrimack County.-—Ranney, Colby, Messer, Dow,
Warren, Robinson, Brown of Concord, Leach of Concord,
Otis, Remick, Couch, Orr, Inman, Knowlton, Marston
of Concord, Cilley, Lee of Concord, Jordan of Concord,
Perkins, Tripp, Gilchrist, Kelley of Hill, Poor, Davis of
Hopkinton, Greene of Loudon, Gay, Jaquith, Fowler,
Green of Pittsfield, Davis of Sutton, Thompson, Sanborn
of Webster.
Hillsborough County.—Chase of Amherst, Abbott,
Barr, Jellerson, Young of Goffstown, Peavey, Boisvert,
Powers of Hollis, Powers of Litchfield, Emery of Lynde-
borough, Ryder, Bartlett of Manchester, Boutwell, Burgess,
Flanders of Manchester, Gray of Manchester, Greer, Prime,
Challis, Garmon, Rice of Manchester, Holbrook, Upham,
Fisk, Lovejoy, Hunt, Shenton, Wiley, Damon of Nashua,
Dane, Thayer, Hobbs, Walbridge, Flanders of Weare,
Nelson.
Cheshire County.—Lewis of Alstead, Pierce, Damon
of Fitzwilliam, Wilder, Scott, Symonds, Callahan, Perry,
Aldrich, Sargent, Hall of Keene, Howe of Keene, Spauld-
ing, Weston, Robb, Converse, Davis of Stoddard, Nesmith,
Barnes, Smalley, Capron, Coombs.
Sullivan County.—Clark of Acworth, Densmore,
Barney, Fry, Putnam, Wolcott, Walker of Grantham,
Gilmore, Lewis of Newport, Peterson, Lufkin.
Grafton County.—Wallis of Alexandria, Minot, Parker
Clement, Heath, Johnson, Clarke of Canaan, Rowen of
Dorchester, Jesseman, Gage, Fairfield, Pinneo, Allen of
Haverhill, Rouhan of Haverhill, White, Adams of Hebron,
Haskell, Chandler of Landaff, Dewey, Ross, Thorpe, Eng-
lish, Mann, Grant, Frazer, Russell of Orford, Robie,
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Chase of Plymouth, Gadd, Kidder, Lee of Thornton.
Coos County.—Bergquist, Graff, Patnaude, Harriman,
Martin of Colebrook, Royal, Wallace of Columbia, Mar-
shall of Dalton, Glover, Leach of Errol, McHugh, Shorey,
Galbraith, Howe of Lancaster, Kimball, W^oods, Hayes,
Marshall of Northumberland, Pattee, McGinley, Snow.
Nays, 105.
Rockingham County.—Legro, Morse of Derry, Roberts,
Leddy, Sheehy, Mathes, Rousseau, Dowdell, Soule, Hodg-
don, Kane, Owen.
Strafford County.—Waldron, O'Neil, Marshall of
Dover, Davis of Middleton, Brackett, Beaudoin, Gehnas, Col-
bath, Philpott, Andrews, Morin, Boucher, Brennan, Houle.
Belknap County.—Wright.
Carroll County.—Blue, Rogers.
Merrimack County.—Eastman, Fenton, Cross, Walker
of Concord, Young of Concord, Ahern, Garneau, Dou-
phinet, Martin of Franklin, Childs, Perreault, Woodbury.
Hillsborough County.—Clyde, Clarke of Manchester,
Tucker, Smith of Ward 2, Manchester, Burman, Dock-
ham, Lamb of Ward 4, Manchester, Colhns (Jas. H.) of
Manchester, Colhns (Michael J.) of Manchester, Connor
^(Martin) of Manchester, Connor (Maurice J.) of Manchester,
Glancy, Gorham, Harlan, Heffron, Kelley of Manchester,
Brassell, Daniels, Gallagher, Shanahan, Smith of Ward
6, Manchester, McLaughlin of Manchester, Ryan, Sullivan
of Manchester, Chevrette, Donnelly, Stewart, Arnold,
Cunningham of Manchester, Foster, Lambe of Ward 9,
Manchester, Brown of Manchester, VanVliet, Conway,
Craig, Leahy, Chatel, Dugas, Soucy, Gagnon, Gauthier,
Buckley, Ledoux, Richard, McLaughlin of Nashua, SulU-
van of Ward 6, Nashua, Powell Hallisey, Hargraves, Winn,
Cote of Nashua, Delacombe, Pelletier.
• Sullivan County.—Floyd, King, Tifft, Gould.
Grafton County.—Kahler, Allen of Lebanon, Davis of
Wentworth.
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Coos County.—Abramson, Roy, Guay, McDonald,
and the bill was indefinitely postponed.
Mr. Challis of Manchester called for the special order,
House Bill No. 408, An act to define the rights of labor
unions and to restrain the issuance of injunctions except
where irreparable injury maj^ result to property or prop-
ertj^ rights.
The question being,
Shall the bill be read a second time?
Mr. Challis of Manchester moved that the bill be indefi-
nitely postponed.
On a viva voce vote the motion prevailed.
Mr. Challis of Manchester called for the special order,
House Bill No. 409, An act to provide in certain employ-
ments a forty-eight hour week for women and minors
under eighteen years of age.
The question being.
Shall the bill be read a second time?
Mr. Challis of Manchester moved that the bill be indefi-
nitely postponed.
On a viva voce vote the motion prevailed.
RESOLUTIONS.
Mr. Rogers of Wakefield, for the committee appointed
to prepare resolutions on the death of James E. French,
presented the following
:
RESOLUTION ON THE DECEASE OF JAMES E. FRENCH.
We are in session under a deep shadow and in great
sorrow, conscious that one familiar form, loved and honored,
is missing for the first time in a great many years of the
continuance of this House, and who has gone to his great
reward.
Resolved, That we place in our journal for this day a
record of our appreciation of his long and valuable service
to this House.
For more than thirty years Mr. French has guided us
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in the matter of our appropriations and guarded the state in
its financial affairs with an abihty and prudence unsurpassed.
It is not invidious to say that to none of the many noble
and pubhc spirited men who have given liberally of their
time and talent to the proper conduct of our proceedings
is there so great a debt of gratitude due as to the one whose
loss we mourn today.
The honesty, strength and ruggedness in the character
of James E. French seems typical of our Granite State and
inspired a confidence that gave him throughout many
sessions great opportunity for service in the House which
he greatly improved.
Although not alone the recipient of the benefits of his
intellect, we believe that what he accompHshed here is the
brightest jewel in the diadem of his achievements; and his
most enduring monument lies in the hearts of the members
of man}' Houses, and those who in years to come, knowing
him only as a name, will say that he was great, and good







Mr. Clarke of Manchester moved that the resolutions be
adopted bj'' a rising vote and that a copy of the resolutions
be transmitted to Mrs. French.
The motion prevailed by a rising vote.
On motion of Mr. Wright of Sanbornton,
—
Resolved, By the House of Representatives, the Senate
concurring. That the present session of the legislature be
brought to final adjournment on Thursday, September,
11, proximo, at five o'clock in the afternoon, and be it further
Resolved, That all reports, bills and joint resolutions
pending at that time in either branch of the legislature be
indefinitely postponed.
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Mr. Challis of Manchester, for the committee appointed •
to prepare resokitions on the death of Representative
Reuben T. Leavitt, presented the following:
Whereas, There has been removed to another sphere
Reuben T. Leavitt of Pittsfield, a member of this House, and
Whereas, The members of this body would pay a tribute
to the worth of a member not only of this House of 1919,
but also to a veteran soldier of the Civil War and a member
of the legislature of 1883, therefore be it
Resolved, That this House of Representatives has learned
with sorrow and deep regret of the death of Reuben T.
Leavitt of Pittsfield.
Resolved, That we recognize his ability as a legislator,
his worth as a citizen, and his sacrifice in the war for the
Union in which he was severel}^ wounded and taken prisoner,
and be it further
Resolved, That when this House adjourns it be as a tribute
to the memor}^ of Reuben T. Leavitt of Pittsfield, and that
an engrossed copy of these resolutions, signed by the Speaker
and clerk of this House, be transmitted to his family.
FRANK H. CHALLIS.
FRANK P. GREEN.
• GEORGE W. CLYDE.
ANDROS B. JONES.
ELBRIDGE W. SNOW.
On a viva voce vote the resolutions were adopted.
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.
A message from the Honorable Senate, by its clerk
announced that the Senate had voted to concur with the
House of Representatives in the passage of the following
entitled bills and joint resolutions, sent up from the House
of Representatives:
House Bill No. 404, An act to amend "An act to establish
a board of park commissioners for the city of Dover."
House Bill No. 411, An act amending section 7 of chapter
90 of the Laws of 1919 correcting error in relation to bridge
bonds.
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House Joint Resolution No. 83, Joint resolution ratifying
a proposed amendment to the Constitution of the United
States of America.
On motion of Mr. Ahern of Concord at 3.19 o'clock the
House adjourned.
AFTERNOON.
The House was immediately called to order in afternoon
session.
On motion of Mr. Ahern of Concord at 3.20 o'clock the
House adjourned.
THURSDAY, September 11, 1919.
The House met at 11 o'clock.
Prayer was offered by the Chaplain.
LEAVES OF ABSENCE.
Messrs. Orr of Concord, Shorey of Gorham and Towers of
Lincoln were granted leave of absence for the day on
account of important business.
Mr. Mason of Tamworth w^as granted leave of absence
for the day on account of the death of a relative.
PETITION PRESENTED AND REFERRED.
By Mr. Challis of Manchester, Petition of citizens of
Groveton, relating to additional bounty for soldiers and
sailors. To the Committee on Mihtary Affairs.
COMMITTEE REPORTS.
Mr. Collins of Danville, for the Committee on Appro-
priations, to whom was referred House Bill No. 403, An
act to provide additional recognition of the war services
of residents of New Hampshire who served in the military
and naval forces of the United States or allied countries
during the war against the Imperial Government of Ger-
manj', reported the same in a new draft with the recom-
mendation that the bill in its new draft ought to pass.
The report was accepted and the l^ill in its new draft
read a first time.
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The question being,
Shall the bill be read a second time?
(Discussion ensued.)
On a viva voce vote the bill was ordered to a second
reading.
The bill was then read a second time.
Mr. Challis of Manchester offered the following amend-
ment:
Amend section 1 of said bill by striking out the entire
section and inserting in place thereof the following:
Section 1. The state treasurer shall pay to each resi-
dent of the State of New Hampshire who served in the mili-
tary or naval service of the United States in the war
with Germany, and to the army nurses, who have been
regularly enlisted and honorably discharged therefrom, the
sum of one hundred dollars, provided that said service shall
have been for thirty days or more, and provided further
that from such one hundred dollars shall be deducted any
payments to any person entitled hereto, which have been
made under chapter 140 of the laws of 1919.
The question being on the amendment,
(Discussion ensued.)
Mr. Challis withdrew his amendment.
On motion of Mr. Lee of Concord, the rules were sus-
pended, the printing of the bill dispensed with and the bill
made in order for a third reading by its title.
The bill was then read a third time and passed and sent
to the Senate for concurrence.
Mr. Collins of Danville, for the Committee on Appro-
priations, reported the following entitled bill. House Bill
No. 414, An act making appropriations for the special ses-
sion of the legislature for 1919 and an amount to meet a
deficiency in the appropriation for the regular session for
1919, with the recommendation that the bill ought to pass.
The report was accepted and the bill read a first and
second time.
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On motion of Mr. Ahern of Concord, the rules were sus-
pended, the printing of the bill dispensed with and the bill
made in order for a third reading by its title.
The bill was then read a third time and passed and sent
to the Senate for concurrence.
Mr. Dudley of Exeter, for the Committee on Engrossed
Bills, reported that the committee had examined and found
correctly engrossed the following entitled joint resolution:
House Joint Resolution No. 83, Joint resolution ratifying
a proposed amendment to the Constitution of the United
States of America.
The report was accepted.
RESOLUTIONS.
On motion of Mr. Couch of Concord,
—
Resolved, That the newspapers furnished to the members
of the House at their seats be paid for, the bills therefor to
be approved by the clerk of the House.
On motion of Mr. Grant of Lyme,
Resolved, That the clerk of the House be instructed to
make up the mileage roll on the basis of the number of
miles as fixed at the January session, 1919.
JOINT RESOLUTION INTRODUCED.
By Mr. Lee of Concord, House Joint Resolution No. 84,
Joint resolution to purchase a portrait of the late Gen.
Charles A. Doyen.
The joint resolution was read a first and second time.
On motion of Mr. Ahern of Concord, the rules were sus-
pended, the printing of the joint resolution and its refer-
ence to a committee dispensed with.
On motion of the same gentleman the rules were further
suspended and the joint resolution made in order for a third
reading at the present time.
The joint resolution was then read a third time and passed
and sent to the Senate for concurrence.
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resolution.
Mr. Varney of Rochester, for the committee appointed
to prepare resolutions on the death of Representatives
Jacobs and Wescott, presented the following:
Whereas, Two members of this House from the city of
Rochester, Representative Moses H. Jacobs of Ward One,
and Representative Ernest C. Wescott of Ward Two, have
passed from this life since the adjournment of the biennial
session of the legislature, and
Whereas, We remember with appreciation the faithful
devotion to official duty and the many fine qualities of heart
and mind of these, our former colleagues, therefore, be it
Resolved^ That we hereby place on record our deep regret
for the loss which their city and the whole state have sus-
tained in the death of these members and we extend to their
families sincere condolence in their bereavement.
CHARLES W. VARNEY,
For the delegation consisting of the
members from the City of Rochester.
On a viva voce vote the resolutions were adopted.
Mr. Bartlett of Sunapee appeared and participated in the
deliberations of the session.
On motion of Mr. Ahern of Concord, at 12.10 o'clock the
House adjourned.
AFTERNOON.
The House met at 3 o'clock.
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.
A message from the Honorable Senate by its clerk an-
nounced that the Senate had voted to concur with the
House of Representatives in the passage of the following
entitled bills sent up from the House of Representatives
:
House Bill No. 413, An act in amendment of chapter 55
of the Public Statutes as amended by chapter 82 of the Laws
of 1913 and chapter 91 of the Laws of 1919 relating to poll
tax.
n
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House Bill No. 403, An act to provide additional recog-
nition of the war service of residents of New Hampshire
who served in the military and naval forces of the United
State or allied countries during the war against the Imperial
Government of Germany.
House Bill No. 414, An act making appropriations for
the special session of the legislature for 1919, and an amount
to meet a deficiency in the appropriation for the regular
session for 1919.
House Joint Resolution No. 84, Joint resolution to pur-
chase a portrait of the late General Charles A. Doyen.
The message further announced that the Senate had
voted to adopt the admendments offered by the Committee
on Engrossed Bills, to the following House Bill, in the adop-
tion of which amendments the Senate asked the concurrence
of the House of Representatives
:
House Bill No. 412, An act in amendment of chapter 31
of the Public Statutes as amended by chapter 52 of the
Laws of 1899 and chapter 179 of the Laws of 1911 in relation
to the rights and qualifications of voters.
Amend section 3 of said bill by striking out the word
"their" in the seventh line thereof and substituting therefor
the wo^ds ''his or her," and by striking out the words
"they are" in the eighth and ninth lines thereof and sub-
stituting therefor the words "he or she is," so that said
section as amended shall read as follows
:
Sect. 3. The preparation of ballots to be used at all
meetings shall be in accordance with the now existing law,
except that the officers whose duty it is to prepare such
ballots shall provide for all meetings, where a printed ballot
is required, a sufficient number of ballots in the form now
used so that any person having the right of suffrage here-
under may express his or her preference for all officers and
upon all questions with respect to which he or she is en-
titled to vote.
On motion of Mr. Ahern of Concord, the House concurred
in the amendment proposed by the Committee on En-
grossed Bills.
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The bill was then sent to the Secretary of State to be
engrossed.
The message also announced that the Senate concurred
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the
following entitled bill, in new draft and new title, in the
passage of which new draft the Senate asked the concur-
rence of the House of Representatives:
House Bill No. 410, An act relative to maintaining or
increasing unreasonably the price of any necessary of life.
The bill was read a first and second time.
Mr. Rogers of Wakefield offered the following amend-
ment:
Amend section 3 of said bill by striking out all the words
after the word "passage."
The question being on the amendment,
(Discussion ensued.) •
Mr. Wright of Sanbornton moved the previous question.
The motion was seconded by the required number.
The question being.
Shall the main question now be put?
On a viva voce vote the previous question was ordered.
The question being on the amendment,
On a viva voce vote the amendment was adopted.
On motion of Mr. Ahern of Concord, the rules were sus-
pended and the printing of the bill and its reference to a
committee dispensed with.
On motion of the same gentleman the rules were further
suspended and the bill made in order for a third reading.
The bill was then read a third time and passed and sent
to the Senate for concurrence in the amendment.
On motion of Mr. Ahern of Concord, at 3.30 o'clock the
House took a recess.
(After recess.)
COMMITTEE REPORTS.
Mr. Craig of Manchester, for the Committee on Engrossed
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Bills, reported that the committee had examined and found
correctly engrossed the following entitled bills and joint
resolution
:
House Bill No. 403, An act to provide additional recog-
nition of the war service of residents of New Hampshire who
served in the military and naval forces of the United States
or allied countries during the war against the Imperial
Government of Germany.
House Bill No. 404, An act to amend " An act to establish
a board of park commissioners for the city of Dover."
House Bill No. 410, An act relative to maintaining or
increasing unreasonably the price of any necessary of life.
House Bill No. 411, An act amending section 7 of chapter
90 of the Laws of 1919 correcting error in relation to bridge
bonds.
House Bill No. 412, An act in amendment of chapter
31 of the Public Statutes as amended by chapter 52 of the
Laws of 1899 and chapter 179 of the Laws of 1911 in rela-
tion to the rights and c}ualifications of voters.
House Bill No. 413, An act in amendment of chapter 55
of the Public Statutes as amended by chapter 82 of the
Laws of 1913 and chapter 91 of the Laws of 1919 relating
to poll tax.
House Bill No. 414, An act making appropriations for
the special session of the legislature for 1919 and an amount
to meet a deficiency in the appropriation for the regular
session for 1919.
House Joint Resolution No. 84, Joint resolution to purchase
a portrait of the late General Charles A. Doyen.
The report was accepted.
(Mr. Challis of Manchester in the chair.)
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.
A message from the Honorable Senate by its clerk an-
nounced that the Senate had voted to concur with the House
of Representatives in its amendments to the following entitled
bill sent up from the House of Representatives:
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House Bill No. 410 in Senate New Draft, An act relative
to maintaining or increasing unreasonably the price of any
necessary of life.
The message also announced that the Senate had voted to
concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of
the following concurrent resolution with amendment, in the
passage of which amendment the Senate asked the concur-
rence of the House of Representatives
:
Resolved, by the House of Representatives, the Senate con-
curring, That the present session of the legislature be brought
to final adjournment on Thursday, September 11, proximo,
at five o'clock in the afternoon, and be it further
Resolved, That all reports, bills and joint resolutions pend-
ing at that time in either branch of the legislature be indef-
initely postponed.
Amend said resolution to read as follows
:
Resolved, by the House of Representatives, the Senate con-
curring. That the present session of the legislature be brought
to final adjournment on Thursday, September 11, at four
thirty-five o'clock in the afternoon, and be it further
Resolved, That all reports, bills and joint resolutions pend-
ing at that time in either branch of the legislature be indef-
initely postponed.
On motion of Mr. Wright of Sanbornton the House con-
curred in the amendment sent down from the Honorable
Senate. •
(The Speaker in the chair.)
resolution.
On motion of Mr. Smith of Atkinson,
—
Resolved, by the House of Representatives, the Senate con-
curring, that a committee consisting of one from each county
be appointed by the House, with such as the Senate may join,
to wait on His Excellency, the Governor, and inform him that
the legislature has completed the business of the session and is
ready to receive any communication he may be pleased to
make.
The Speaker appointed as members of such committee
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Messrs. Smith of Atkinson, Weeks of Barrington, Page of
Laconia, Rogers of Wakefiekl, Jaquith of Northfickl, Boisvert
of Greenville, Spaulding of Keene, Walcott of Claremont,
Gage of Grafton and Galbraith of Lancaster.
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.
A message from the Honorable Senate by its clerk an-
nounced that the Senate has voted to concur with the House
of Representatives in the passage of the following concurrent
resolution
:
Resolved, that a committee of one from each county be
appointed on the part of the House with such as the Senate
may join to wait upon His Excellency, the Governor, and
inform him that the legislature has completed the business of
the session and is ready to receive any communication he may
be pleased to make. And the president has appointed as
members of such committee on the part of the Senate, Sena-
tors Hubbard, Blanchard, Sadler, Fischer, Meader and
Lariviere.
COMMITTEE REPORT.
Mr. Smith of Atkinson, for the joint committee appointed
to wait upon His Excellency, the Governor, and inform him
that the legislature had completed its duties, reported that
they had attended to their duty and that the governor in-
formed them that he had a communication to lay before the
House.
The report was accepted, and immediately His Excellency,
Hon. John H. Bartlett, governor, appeared before the House
and delivered the following message
:
To the House of Representatives:
Having been informed by a committee of both branches
that the legislature has completed the business before it and
is ready to adjourn it is again my duty to declare a final
adjournment of this body. The acts and resolutions passed
by you have all received ni}^ approval. There are seven bills
and two joint resolutions.
I congratulate you upon the expeditious and harmonious
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manner in which you have transacted the business of this
special session, and I believe that the results which you have
reached fully justify the valuable service you have rendered.
I wish you all the best of health and good fortune in the
future.
By virtue of the authority vested in me I do now hereby
adjourn the legislature to the last Wednesday in December
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and twenty.
JOHN H. BARTLETT,
Governor.
Thereupon the Speaker declared the House adjourned to
the last Wednesday in December, 1920.
HARRIE M. YOUNG,
CUrk.








John H. Smith, Atkinson 5
John F. Swasey, Brentwood 6
Leroy D. Morse, Chester 14
Clarence M. Colhns, Danville 10
Carroll E. Legro, Deerfield 22
Edson D. Sanborn, Fremont 12
Elmer B. Moulton, Greenland 8
Albion D. Emerson, Hampstead 10
Elroy G. Shaw, Hampton 8
Frank Cavaric, Kingston 6
Norman F. Watts, Londonderry 12
Elmer S. Pridham, Newcastle 7
Jackson M. Hoyt, Newington 4
Frank H. Davis, Newton 10
George A. Batchclder, North Hampton 12
Orrin M. James, Northwood 12
^
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Miles.
Loring S. Brown, Nottingham 28
William A. Hodgdon, Portsmouth 6
William Casey, Portsmouth 4
Edward P. Sherburne, Portsmouth. 4
Sherburn Gove, Raymond 4
Horace R. Sawyer, Rye 14
Thomas F. Owen, Seabrook 28
Edgar W. Wyman, South Hampton 4
Frank H. Pearson, Stratham 6
Rufus H. Bailey, Windham 4
Strafford County.
Albion G. Weeks, Barrington 12
Charles S. Boody, Dover 5
Louis H. Snell, Lee 6
Edwin H. Brackett, New Durham 5
Meander H. Davis, Middleton 12
Harry L. Meader, Rochester 7
Dana R. Berry, Strafford 12
Belknap County.
Chas. E. Small, -Belmont 14
John Coe, Center Harbor 10
Wm. S. P. Sanderson, Gilmanton . . . .i 8
Henry B. Bacon, New Hampton 7
Carroll County.
Frank 0. Hammond, Albany 8
William Pitman, Bartlett 8
Walter W. Sanborn, Brookfield 5
John L. Chandler, Chatham 36
Leslie C. Hill, Conway 8
Frank 0. Leavitt, Effingham 20
George L Philbrick, Freedom 18
Cyrus E. Gale, Jackson 16
Isaac W. Frost, Madison 8
WilHs B. Marston, Sandwich 30
Arthur L. Mason, Tamworth 12
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Miles.
Robert Lamprey, Tuftonborough 12
Henry F. Libby, Wolfboro 6
Merrimack County.
Roy A. Messer, Bradford 5
Louis F. Corbett, Concord 12
Ernest L. Cross, Concord 12
Robert W. Brown, Concord 5
George H. Cilley, Concord 5
Frederick A. Jordan, Concord 4
Samuel Poor, Hooksett 6
John F. Greene, Loudon 26
Fred B. Gay, New London 18
George W. Fowler, Pembroke 4
Arthur E. Davis, Sutton 24
Scott S. Sanborn, Webster 12
John K. Stearns, Wilmot 9
Hillsborough County.
Charles S. Abbott, Antrim 4
Charles S. Abbott, Antrim (January session) 52
Thomas E. Barr, Bedford 8
Robert E. Jellerson, Francestown 14
Charles A. Jones, Hillsborough 12
Marcellus J. Powers, HoUis 8
Alphonso H. Powers, Litchfield 12
Frederick M. Smith, Manchester 6
Thomas McLaughlin, Nashua 6
Michael P. Sullivan, Nashua 6
Matthew T. Sullivan, Nashua 5
James B. Hallisey, Nashua 6
Bartholomew J. Hargraves, Nashua 6
John T. Winn, Nashua 6
Cleophas Cote, Nashua 5
Edward Delecombe, Nashua 5
Arthur A. Pelletier, Nashua 4
Moses A. Dane, New Boston 6
Walter S. Thayer, New Ipswich 10
Thursday, September 11, 1919. 65
Miles.
Sherman Hobbs, Pelham 30
Joseph R. Nelson, Windsor 17
Cheshire County.
George F. Lewis, Alstead 12
George F. Amidon, Chesterfield 32
Willard H. Pierce, Dublin 8
Lansing W. Wilder, Gilsum 10
Daniel M. Spaulding, Keene 4
Frank E. Robb, Marlow 30
Leston F. Davis, Sullivan 14
Frank E. Nesmith, Surrey 14
Fred O. Smalley, Walpole ' 7
Carroll F. Capron, Westmoreland 6
Sullivan County.
Albert A. Clark, Acworth 20
Winfield M. Densmore, Charlestown 10
Fred A. Tifft, Cornish 12
Ira B. Walker, Grantham 20
Charles H. Peterson, Plainfield 12
Ralph E. Lufkin, Unity 17
Grafton Comity.
Howard F. Wallis, Alexandria 14
Jonas Minot, Bath 4
Lebina H. Parker, Benton 24
David B. Clement, Bridgewater 12
Hiram T. Heath, Bristol 7
George W. Rowen, Dorchester 10
Fred H. Jesseman, Franconia 12
Ambrose S. Adams, Hebron 24
Charles A. Haskell, Holderness 18
Charles S. Chandler, Landaff 4
Oscar A. Frazer, Monroe 4
George N. Russell, Orford 7
Freeman A. Robie, Piermont 4
Walter I. Lee, Thornton 5
5
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Coos County.
Miles.
Andrew P. Bergquist, Berlin 4
Peter Patnaude, Berlin 4
Willis A. Harriman, Clarksville 6
William Wallace, Columbia 5
Robert E. Glover, Dummer 28
Nathaniel R. Leach, Errol 60
Bartholomew F. McHugh, Gorham 6
Guy L. Shorey, Gorham 6
Arthur E. Tuttle, Jefferson 8
William R. Galbraith, Lancaster 7
Ruel A. Woods, Milan 16
Arthur P. Merrill, Pittsburg 50
Neal H. McGinley, Wentworth's Location 80
Senate.
Oliver B. Marvin, Newcastle 5
George A. Blanchard, Moultonborough 20
Fred G. Perry, Charlestown 22
House Employees.
Guy S. Neal, Acworth 16
Horace F. Hoyt, Hanover 10
Edison J. Minah, Franklin 6
Mrs. Bertha G. Hammond, Chocorua 8
Senate Employees.
William H. Knox, Madbury 10
Mrs. Bessie A. Callaghan, Manchester 7
Charles H. Twombly, Strafford 16




John H. Smith, Atkinson 80
Orrin M. James, Northwood 34
Thursday^ September II, 1919. 67
Miles.
Strafford County.
Albion G. Weeks, Barrington 71
James Marshall, Dover 61
Ralph D. Paine, Durham 200
George E. Jordan, Milton 71
Luther B. Sampson, Rochester 71
Leander P. Pickering, Rochester 71
Charles W. Varney, Rochester 142
Belknap County.
Charles E. Sleeper, Gilford 204
Carroll County.
John L. Chandler, Chatham 70
Merrimack County.
John F. Greene, Loudon 75
Fred B. Gay, New London 62
John A. Jaquith, Northfield 172
Frank P. Green, Pittsfield 75
Hillsborough County.
John H. Grimes, Hillsborough 46
Edward J. Shanahan, Manchester 36
Bernard T. McLaughlin, Manchester 108
Joseph R. Nelson, Windsor 32
Cheshire County.
Walter G. Perry, Keene 120
Eugene L. Aldrich, Keene 102
Forrest J. Hall, Keene 102
William Weston, Marlborough 42
Edward T. Davis, Stoddard 80
George T. Russell, Swanzey 112
Grafton County.
Charles W. Johnson, Jr., Campton 120
Charles A. Haskell, Holderness 92
Walter I. Lee, Thornton 120
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Miles.
Cods County.
Andrew P. Bergquist, Berlin 310
Willis A. Harriman, Clarksville 340
James M. Kimball, Lancaster 272
Arthur P. Merrill, Pittsburg 412
Claude D. VanDyke, Stewartstown 324
Elbridge W. Snow, Whitefield 252
Senate.
Frank N. Keyser, Blackmount 178
'Guy H. Hubbard, Boscawen 126
House Employees.
Harrie M. Young, Manchester 36
Mrs. Alice V. Flanders, Manchester 36
Senate Employees.
Clarence S. Forsaith, Manchester 18
Mrs. Bessie A. Callaghan, Manchester 18








Acts passed. See Engrossed Bills. ia k^ 91 22
Adjournment, concurrent resolution relating
to 14, li), ^i,
^^
^"^^^ -. : '...16,20
Appropriation for special session
Bonus bill, so called 12 1 V 20
Bridge bonds, correcting error in
relation to '^> >
Committee, to inform governor of assembling
of legislature J





Deficiency appropriation for the regular
session of 1919 ^
)^' ^IJ
Dover, city of. Establishing board of
park commissioners. ... 12, 1^, ZU
Doyen, General Charles A., to purchase
portrait of i^ ^^
^^.„ 17,20,21
Engrossed bills
Governor, proclamation of, calling






Gratuity bill (so called) for soldiers '
House of Representatives notified Senate
has assembled \
Hoarding and profiteering, relating to
12, id, l^ i», i^,
.... 7
Joint Convention
Joint resolutions passed. See
Engrossed bills.
resolution proposing an amendment to the
Constitution o
the United States
8, 9, iu, ii,
^
rules of last session adopted




Necessary of life, increasing unreasonably the price of any. . .18, 19, 21
Park commissioners for the city of Dover 12, 13, 20
Poll tax, relating to 12, 14, 20
Portrait of General Charles A. Doyen, to purchase 17, 20
Proclamation of the governor, calling extra session 3
Profiteering and hoarding, relating to 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 21
Public Statutes:
Chapter 31. Rights and qualifications of Voters (in amend-
ment of) 12, 13, 18, 20, 22
55. Relating to poll tax (in amendment of) 12, 14, 20
Qualification of voters, relating to 12, 13, 18, 20, 22
Rights of voters, relating to 12, 13, 18, 20, 22
Roll calls 11, 12, 14, 16
Rules of Senate of last session adopted 6
joint adopted 7
Session Laws, 1919, chapter 90, section 7:
In amendment of, relating to bridge bonds 12, 13, 20
Special session, proclamation calUng 3
appropriation for 16, 20
Soldiers gratuity bill 15, 20
Suffrage to women, joint resolution proposing amendment to the
Constitution of the United States 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 17
Tax, poll, relating to 12, 14, 20
Voters, rights and qualifications of 12, 13, 18, 20, 22








Absence, leaves of. See leaves of al>sence.
Additional recognition of the war service of residents of New Hamp-
shire who served in the military or naval forces of the
United States or allied countries during the war against
Germany 38, 44, 53, 57, 59
Adjournment, final, resolution regarding 51, 60
final 62
Appropriation for special session and for deficiency in regular
session 54, 57, 59
Bonus, additional for soldiers and sailors 38, 44, 53, 57, 59
Bridge bonds, correcting error 43, 52, 59
Challis, Frank H., temporary speaker 59
Committee appointments to fill vacancies 23
on mileage instructed to prepare automobile mileage
roll 42
to notify Governor that a quorum of both branches has
assembled 17
legislature has completed busi-
ness of session 60
Senate and House have met in
joint convention 19
to prepare resolutions on death of Hon. James E. French 24
report of 50
Moses H. Jacobs and
Ernest C. Wescott .. . 24
report of 56
Reuben T. Leavitt . . 24
report of 52
Convention, joint 19
Dover, establish board of park commissioners, to amend act. .38, 52, 59
Doyen, Gen. Charles A., purchase of portrait 55, 57, 59
Employees in factories and workshops, safety and health of, to
amend act 40, 47
roll call on motion to indef-
initely postpone 47
76 House Index
Eulogies on life and services of Hon. James E. French 24
Forty-eight hour week for women and minors, to provide 40, 50
French, Hon. James E., eulogies on life and services 24
committee to prepare resolutions on death 24
report of 50
Gannon, Charles J., appointed page 19
Governor's messages. See messages from the Governor.
proclamation 3
Jacobs, Moses H., committee to prepare resolutions on death 24
report of 56
Joint convention 19
Labor imions, to define rights and restrain issuance of injunctions, 40, 50
Laws of 1917, to amend:
Chapter 147. See liquor, intoxicating.
Leaves of absence 37, 53
Leavitt, Reuben T., committee to prepare resolutions on death ... 24
report of . . .- 52
Liquor, intoxicating, to amend act (legalizing sale of beer and light
wines) 39, 44
roll call on motion to indefinitely postpone . . 45
Maintaining or increasing unreasonably the price of any necessary
of hfe 58, 59, 60
Messages from the Governor 18, 20, 24, 41, 61
Senate 17, 19, 52, 56, 59, 61
Minah, Edison J., appointed Speaker's page 19
Necessary of life, maintaining or .increasing unreasonably the price
of any 58, 59, 60
Newspapers, resolution regarding 55
Pages, appointment of 19
Petitions relating to additional bounty for soldiers and sailors . . . 38, 53
PoU tax, to amend act 43, 56, 59
Portrait of late Gen. Charles A. Doyen, to purchase 55, 57, 59
Profiteering and hoarding, act against 41, 42, 58, 59, 60
Public Statutes, to amend:
Chapter 31. See rights and quaUfications of voters.
55. See poll tax.
183. See safety and health of employees in factories and
workshops.
House Index 77
Register of Probate for Sullivan county, clerk hire 39
Representatives appearing; subsequent to opening roll call 25, 44
Resolution instructing committee on mileage to prepare automobile
mileage roll 42
notifying Senate that House has assembled 17
regarding appointment of committee to notify governor
that a quorum of both branches has assem-
bled 17
appointment of committee to notify governor
that Senate and House have met in joint
convention 19
appointment of committee to notify governor
that legislature has completed business of
session 60
appointment of committee to prepare resolu-
tions on death of Hon.
James E. French 24
committee to prepare resolu-
tions on death of Moses H.
Jacobs and Ernest C. Wes-
cott 24
committee to prepare resolu-





requesting Senate to meet House to receive communica-
tion from Governor 18
Resolutions on death of Hon. James E. French 50
Moses H. Jacobs and 'Ernest C. Wescott . 56
Reuben T. Leavitt 52
Rights and qualifications of voters, to amend act 43, 57, 59
Roll, automobile, committee on mileage instructed to prepare .... 42
automobile mileage 66
mileage, clerk instructed to prepare 55
mileage 62
Roll call of representatives 5
on motion to indefinitely postpone House Bill No. 406 ... 45
House Bill No. 407... 47
resolution regarding subjects to be acted upon by
House 32,34
women's suffrage resolution 28
Rules, resolution regarding 18
78 House Index
Safety and health of employees in factories and workshops, to
amend act 40, 47
roll call on motion to indefinitely postpone. . 47
Senate messages. See messages from the Senate.
Soldiers and sailors additional bonus 38, 44, 53, 57, 59
Somers, William J., appointed page 19
Speaker, temporary 59
Suffrage amendment to constitution of United States 26
women's, joint resolution ratifying the proposed amend-
ment to the constitution of the United States of America 27
53,55
roll call on 28
Sullivan county register of probate, clerk hire 39
Tax, poll, to amend act 43, 56, 59
Temporary Speaker 59
Voters, rights and qualifications of to amend act 43, 57, 59
Wescott, Ernest C, committee to prepare resolutions on death of . 24
report of 56
^^'omen's suffrage, joint resolution ratifying a proposed amendment
to the constitution of the United States of America .... 27, 53, 55
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